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WORKWEAR
FOR THE
PROS

All those new and innovative performance products from Castelli originate from
our philosophy that we create workwear for pro cyclists.
Our Tour de France–winning speed suits are definitely workwear, helping the
Team Sky riders slice through the air. The Sanremo Speed Suit has become a
must for all the WorldTour teams, perhaps equaling the Gabba as the most copied
garment in cycling. It’s what you wear when your job is to win in San Remo or to
sit on the front and pull all day.
This Winter 2018 catalog shows Castelli’s workwear approach to training and
racing in cold and wet conditions. Here it’s about comfort, protection, saving
energy, staying healthy. Workwear that becomes absolutely vital when your job is
outdoors and they don’t cancel the events because of a little rain or snow.
This is the workwear that makes your job (or your hobby) a lot more fun.
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THIS IS NOT
RAINWEAR.

We’ve engineered RoS as the no-compromise best clothing we
know how to make for dry conditions, and then tried to make it as
close to waterproof as possible without sacrificing breathability.
From the beginning, cycling clothing was separated into two
categories: dry-weather clothing that would quickly soak through
in the rain, and rainwear that kept the rain off but was baggy and
didn’t breathe, so you’d never dream of wearing it in dry conditions.
You had to correctly guess the weather for the day or else suffer in
the wrong clothing. We’ve all come home absolutely frozen to the
bone because we didn’t think it would rain.
Castelli is out to fix this problem. With Rain or Shine, our goal is
to make garments that are absolutely best in class for dry-weather
riding but that will keep you dry if it starts to rain. We’re developing
new fabrics that are both more breathable and better at water
protection, and we’re inventing intelligent design details that keep
the water out yet provide ample breathability and ventilation.
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ALPHA
RoS
JACKET

TEMPERATURE RANGE

-5°/+10°C 23°/ 50°F
WEATHER CONDITIONS

GORE® WINDSTOPPER® 150
PROVIDES WIND PROTECTION
WITH HIGH BREATHABILITY
AND EFFECTIVE RAIN PROTECTION

0 5.

0 1.

BACK VENTILATION

OUR BEST JACKET FOR COLD,
D R Y W E AT H E R N O W C O M E S
WITH SERIOUS RAIN PROTECTION.
IDEAL FOR RAIN OR SHINE.

SEAM SEALING ON SHOULDERS,
REDUCED SEAMING
AND DOUBLE STITCHING
KEEP YOU MOSTLY DRY.

0 2.
PARTIALLY COVERED WATERPROOF
YKK® VISLON® ZIPPER SLIDES EASILY
AND LIES FLAT

0 3.
RAW-EDGE WAIST LIES FLAT
AND MOVES WITH YOU

ALPHA CONSTRUCTION

0 4.

SEPARATES WIND/WATER PROTECTION

RAW-EDGE WRIST CUFFS LIE FLAT
FOR A PERFECT INTERFACE WITH GLOVES

LAYER FROM INSULATING LAYER
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MEN’S
COLOR
OPTIONS

AVAILABLE
FOR
WOMEN

P. 3 6

P. 1 5 7
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ALPHA
RoS
LIGHT
JACKET

TEMPERATURE RANGE

+8°/+15°C 46°/ 59°F
WEATHER CONDITIONS

0 4.

WITH HIGH BREATHABILITY

0 1.
SEAM SEALING ON SHOULDERS,
REDUCED SEAMING
AND DOUBLE STITCHING
KEEP YOU MOSTLY DRY.

0 2.
WATERPROOF YKK® VISLON® ZIPPER

0 3.

ALPHA CONSTRUCTION

CASTELLI SILICONE TEXT GRIPPER AT WAIST
KEEPS JERSEY FROM RIDING UP

SEPARATES WIND/WATER PROTECTION
LAYER FROM INSULATING LAYER
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PROVIDES WIND PROTECTION
AND EFFECTIVE RAIN PROTECTION

NANO FLEX XTRA DRY BACK FOR THE MOST
SIGNIFICANT NONMEMBRANE WATER
PROTECTION AVAILABLE

O U R M O S T V E R S AT I L E J A C K E T
E V E R . H A N D L E S T E M P E R AT U R E S
FROM COOL TO MILD AND
EVERYTHING FROM SUN TO RAIN
WITH EASE.
T H E C A S T E L L I S TA F F F AV O R I T E .

Team Sky | Wout Poels

GORE® WINDSTOPPER® 150

MEN’S
COLOR
OPTIONS

AVAILABLE
FOR
WOMEN

P. 3 8

P. 1 5 9

NANO FLEX XTRA DRY BACK FOR THE MOST
SIGNIFICANT NONMEMBRANE WATER
PROTECTION AVAILABLE
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NELMEZZO
RoS
JERSEY

TEMPERATURE RANGE

+10°/+18°C 50°/ 64°F
WEATHER CONDITIONS

NANO FLEX XTRA DRY
LOW-AIR-PERMEABILITY WATER-REPELLENT
DUAL-FACE KNIT FABRIC

0 1.

WA R M E R T H A N A T H E R M A L J E R S E Y B U T
M O R E B R E AT H A B L E T H A N A J A C K E T.
WEAR IT ON ITS OWN IN THE SPRING
O R F A L L , O R U S E I T A S A P E R F E C T L AY E R I N G
P I E C E O N C O L D E R D AY S .

DOUBLE-FACE FABRIC WITH POLYESTER
INSIDE AND NYLON OUTSIDE FOR EXCELLENT
MOISTURE TRANSFER

0 2.
REFLECTIVE ARM BANDS

0 3.
EASY-SLIDING YKK® VISLON® ZIPPER

0 4.
COVERED KEY POCKET

0 5.
REFLECTIVE BACK PANEL
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MEN’S
COLOR
OPTIONS

AVAILABLE
FOR
WOMEN

P. 7 5

P. 1 7 4
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NANO FLEX
PRO 2
BIBTIGHT
FOR COLD AND DRY OR COOL
AND WET CONDITIONS.
THE BEST TOOL FOR MAKING
YOUR WINTER TRAINING
A S C O M F O R TA B L E A S P O S S I B L E .

TEMPERATURE RANGE

0°/+12°C 32°/ 54°F
WEATHER CONDITIONS

0 1.

NANO FLEX
PRO 2
OMLOOP
IDEAL FOR RACING IN WET
CONDITIONS OR FOR TRAINING
IN COOL CONDITIONS, WET OR
D R Y. S TAY WA R M W I T H O U T
O V E R H E AT I N G .

LIE-FLAT BIB CONSTRUCTION

TEMPERATURE RANGE

+12°/+20°C 54°/ 68°F
WEATHER CONDITIONS

0 1.
LIE-FLAT BIB CONSTRUCTION

0 2.

0 2.

NANO FLEX XTRA DRY FABRIC BRINGS

NANO FLEX XTRA DRY FABRIC BRINGS

HIGHER LEVEL OF WATER PROTECTION AND

HIGHER LEVEL OF WATER PROTECTION AND

WARMTH

WARMTH

0 3.

0 3.

DOUBLE-FACE KNIT KEEPS YOU WARMER
BECAUSE LESS WIND COMES IN

DOUBLE-FACE KNIT KEEPS YOU WARMER
BECAUSE LESS WIND COMES IN

0 3.

0 3.

FEWER SEAMS TO REDUCE CHANCE OF
WATER COMING IN

LONG LEG REACHES TO JUST ABOVE THE
KNEE

0 5.
REFLECTIVE SCREEN-PRINTED CASTELLI
GRAPHIC ON BOTH LEGS

0 5.
REFLECTIVE WATERPROOF SPLASH GUARDS
ON INSIDE OF LOWER LEGS

AVAILABLE
FOR
WOMEN
P. 1 8 2 - 1 8 3
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RoS
CYCLING
CAP

A B R E AT H A B L E C Y C L I N G C A P F O R
D R Y W E AT H E R C O N V E R T S T O R A I N
AND WIND PROTECTION WHEN
NEEDED. RAIN OR SHINE.

TEMPERATURE RANGE

+6°/+16°C 43°/ 61°F
WEATHER CONDITIONS

S P E T TA C O L O
RoS
GLOVE
G R E AT I N D R Y C O N D I T I O N S .
GOOD IN WET CONDITIONS.
P R I M A L O F T ® I N S U L AT I O N K E E P S I T
WA R M . E A S I E S T O N / O F F E V E R I N A
CASTELLI WINTER GLOVE.

TEMPERATURE RANGE

0°/+14°C 32°/ 57°F
WEATHER CONDITIONS
TEMPERATURE RANGE

+3°/+12°C 37°/ 54°F

RoS
SHOECOVER

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WA R M I N D R Y C O N D I T I O N S , A N D
EXCELLENT IN WET CONDITIONS
TOO. STRETCHY FOR A PERFECT
A E R O F I T. T H I S I S T H E D O - I T- A L L
BOOTIE.
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01.TOPS

P E R F E T T O
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This jacket was initially created as a long sleeve version of the

PERFETTO LONG SLEEVE 4516507

Gabba -- kind of a cold weather version of the Gabba. But we

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

the Gabba as “perfect,” so we’ve renamed it the Perfetto Long

WEIGHT: 386g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

6°-15°C / 43°-59°F

INSULATION

kept hearing so many people refer to the long-sleeve version of
Sleeve. It’s a great piece in cool conditions with just a light base
layer, or it goes to very cold conditions if you add an extra layer or
01.TOPS

2 or 3. We’ve improved the water-repellent finish so it will keep

BREATHABILITY

you drier without affecting breathability. We’ve refined the fit.

THE
PERFECT
JACKET?

LIGHTWEIGHT
WEATHER CONDITIONS
Fully aero, fully breathable and fully protected
Gore® Windstopper® X-Lite Plus fabric for lightweight total
wind protection with water-repellent finish

We’ve laser cut the drain holes in the pockets. And we’ve totally
redone the splash flap on the back to make it lie flatter and fit
better. The reflective logo back there keeps you visible.

Nano Flex fabric insert under arms
Storm-flap construction with reflective logo at back protects
from wheel spray
Silicone gripper at waist prevents ride-up
Full-length YKK® Vislon® zipper with wind flap
3 rear pockets with laser-cut drain holes

893
FOREST GRAY

032
YELLOW FLUO

18

034
ORANGE

023
RED

085
LIGHT BLACK

041
DARK INFINITY BLUE

Team Sky | Salvatore Puccio
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P E R F E C T LY
V E R S AT I L E

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 457g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

6°-18°C / 43°-64°F

INSULATION
01.TOPS

PERFETTO CONVERTIBLE JACKET 4516506

BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT

The convertible Perfetto is the jacket that can do

WEATHER CONDITIONS

it all. With the sleeves attached it provides full
protection in cold conditions, but it turns into a

Fully aero, fully breathable and fully protected

Gabba-style short-sleeved jersey/jacket in mild
conditions when you pull off the sleeves. It’s

Gore® Windstopper® X-Lite Plus fabric for lightweight total
wind protection with water-repellent finish

perfect as a travel piece because you can ride

Remove the sleeves for a short-sleeved Perfetto Jersey

in nearly all conditions with this jacket. If you’re

Nano Flex fabric insert under arms

just starting to explore the Perfetto family of

Storm-flap construction with reflective logo at back protects
from wheel spray

products, this is your all-conditions jacket.

Silicone gripper at waist prevents ride-up
Full-length YKK® Vislon® zipper with wind flap
3 rear pockets with laser-cut drain holes

085
LIGHT BLACK

032
YELLOW FLUO

20

041
DARK INFINITY BLUE

023
RED
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SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 291g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

10°-18°C / 50°-64°F

INSULATION
01.TOPS

GABBA 3 4517084

BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT
WEATHER CONDITIONS
Fully aero, fully breathable and fully protected
Gore® Windstopper® X-Lite Plus fabric for lightweight total
wind protection with water-repellent finish
Nano Flex fabric insert under arms
Storm-flap construction with reflective logo at back protects
from wheel spray
Silicone gripper at waist prevents ride-up
Full-length YKK® Vislon® zipper with wind flap
3 rear pockets with laser-cut drain holes

085
LIGHT BLACK

With all the Gabba copies out there, it’s amazing how many
pros still buy the real Gabba. This is the third generation of the
garment that launched an entirely new category, what some
magazines are trying to call the “rain jersey” but the pros just
call the Gabba. We’ve slightly tweaked the fit and improved the
drop tail and pockets, but otherwise we’ve kept with the winning
formula of warmth, breathability and water repellency. The
Gabba is the centerpiece of the Perfetto family of foul-weather
race equipment products.
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YES, IT’S
THE REAL
GABBA

034
ORANGE

032
YELLOW FLUO

023
RED

893
FOREST GRAY

041
DARK INFINITY BLUE
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SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 243g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

10°-20°C / 50°-68°F

INSULATION
01.TOPS

PERFETTO LIGHT 2 4517085

BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT
WEATHER CONDITIONS
Gore® Windstopper® 150 fabric on front, sleeves and yoke for
lightweight wind protection
Nano Light Pro fabric on the back sheds water but allows
significant breathability
3 external rear pockets
Extended tail with reflective Castelli wordmark
YKK® Vislon® zipper for easy opening and closing
023
RED

032
YELLOW FLUO

034
ORANGE

085
LIGHT BLACK

893
FOREST GRAY

041
DARK INFINITY BLUE

PRO
DEVELOPMENT
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It was the pros who first asked for something that’s not as hot

You may think that this is filling a very small niche. But just try

as the Gabba but warmer than a Perfetto Vest. So we started

it. It can cover most of the conditions of the Gabba (except wet

from the Gabba and made the back in Nano Light Pro fabric —

racing and very cold), yet it handles warmer temperatures better.

the same fabric as our Nano Flex tights but without the brushed

And the fit is exceptional, which is one more reason you’ll keep

fleece inside. This gives the jacket a lot of breathability and

reaching for it. The consensus of our Castelli test crew is that

keeps you from overheating inside. We further lightened it up by

this piece doesn’t fully replace the Gabba or Perfetto Vest, but

using a lighter weight of Windstopper® (a full 25% lighter than

it’s another arrow in your quiver that is ideally suited to cool tem-

the one used on the Gabba) on the front.

peratures, especially when it’s dry or there’s a risk of light rain.
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SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 192g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

14°-20°C / 57°-68°F

INSULATION
01.TOPS

PERFETTO VEST 4516508

BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT
WEATHER CONDITIONS
Gore® Windstopper® X-Lite Plus on front and shoulders provides
lightweight wind protection
Nano Flex Light fabric on back protects from wheel spray
Packable construction
Full-length YKK® Vislon® zipper with wind flap
2 rear pockets
Reflective trim on back for visibility
034
ORANGE

085
LIGHT BLACK

PRO
DEVELOPMENT

Team Sky | Salvatore Puccio
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041
DARK INFINITY BLUE

023
RED

032
YELLOW FLUO

893
FOREST GRAY

P E R F E C T LY P R O T E C T I V E ,
P E R F E C T LY A E R O
The Perfetto name is very apt for this vest. Meaning “Perfect” in

But if the weather warms up we made it compact enough to easi-

Italian, we’ve engineered every detail to make it just right. We

ly fit in half a pocket. Both the front and the back are highly water

made the front a little bit thicker to make sure it’s warm enough.

resistant so they’ll keep you mostly dry if you get caught in a bit

And of course we made it windproof on the front but with the high

of rain. It’s safe thanks to the reflective piping, and with the close

breathability Gore® Windstopper® on the front and free-breath-

to body fit, it’s the perfect temperature range extension for your

ing Nano Flex Light on the back, you’ll avoid overheating.

Aero Race jersey.
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SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 516g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

4°-14°C / 39°-57°F

INSULATION
01.TOPS

SANREMO 3 THERMOSUIT 4518500

BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT
WEATHER CONDITIONS
JACKET PORTION
Sanremo-construction front allows easy access for nature stops
and makes it easier to put on
Combination of Gore® Windstopper® X-Lite plus and 150 fabric
to maximize stretch, breathability and water protection while
providing 360° wind protection
Full-length YKK® Vislon® zipper for easy-sliding one-handed
adjustment while riding
3 rear pockets
SORPASSO TIGHT

S P E E D
S U I T S

Thermoflex Core2 front and knees for extra warmth
Thermoflex over thighs and back of legs for extra stretch
Castelli shadow wordmark in colored leg band
3D support band at lower back and flat bib straps for extra
comfort
Progetto X² Air seat pad for long-distance rides
YKK® Camlock® zippered ankle openings with GIRO³ elastic and
reflective zip cover

231
BLACK/RED

341
ORANGE/BLACK

DRESS LIGHTER,
S TAY WA R M E R
The Sanremo Thermosuit is essentially a combination of our
most popular tight, the Sorpasso 2, and our most popular jacket,
the Perfetto. These pieces are so popular because of their wide
comfort range and the ideal protection they offer.
Stitching them together adds comfort by eliminating the bib
straps, and it also prevents air from coming through the gap
between the jacket and tight, which means you can dress lighter
and maintain the same warmth.
We’ve included reflective bits for visibility, three functional
pockets on the back, a high collar for warm comfort and our
easy-sliding zipper that’s easy to adjust with just one hand while
on the bike.
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PRO
DEVELOPMENT

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 366 (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

2°-10°C / 35°-50°F Racing

INSULATION

14°-18°C / 57°-64°F Training

BREATHABILITY

01.TOPS

CLASSICS THERMOSUIT 4518501

LIGHTWEIGHT
WEATHER CONDITIONS
Made for racing or fast training in cool and cold conditions
Upper portion in mid-weight Warmer X-Stretch brushed fabric
with Nano Flex water-repellent finish
Lower portion in water-repellent thermal Nano Flex fleece with
extra-long length
Aero panel construction like the Sanremo Speed Suit with front
opening for easy on/off
3 rear pockets
Reflective heat-transfer panels on back of leg

010
BLACK/DARK GRAY

We were sitting around with Luke Rowe at the Team Sky training
camp in Mallorca, and Luke said how much he liked the Samremo
Speed Suit and how cool it’d be to have a cold-weather version
for the classics. Keep the aero fit, keep the comfort, make it in
warmer fabrics with fleece inside. Check. And how cool would it
be if it were water repellent? Check. And how about making the
legs longer like the Omloop shorts for cold and wet conditions?
Check. We made up samples, and if you were really paying
attention you saw this in the 2017 classics campaign, just on
Luke. In 2018 the full team gets the suit, and we’ve made this
version for your own cold-weather riding.
We made it with short sleeves so that you can take off the arm
warmers if the temperature or race intensity rises. For racing,
this suit is best for temps below 10°C/50°F, but for training
it’s a nice option when conditions call for something between
summer-weight clothing and your winter jackets.
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050
MOONLIGHT BLUE/BARELY BLUE
Team Sky | Luke Rowe

Team Sky | Salvatore Puccio
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01.TOPS

J A C K E T S

32
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-5°-10°C / 23°-50°F

8°-15°C / 46°-59°F

0°-12°C / 32°-53°F

0°-10°C / 32°-50°F

0°-10°C / 32°-50°F

6°-14°C / 43°-57°F

6°-14°C / 43°-57°F

5°-15°C / 41°-59°F

8°-16°C / 46°-60°F

ALPHA RoS
JACKET
4517502

ALPHA RoS
LIGHT JACKET
4517508

ELEMENTO
LITE JACKET
4518503

ESPRESSO V
JACKET
4518504

RADDOPPIA
JACKET
4516514

MORTIROLO V
JACKET
4518505

MORTIROLO V
REFLEX JACKET
4518506

MITICO
JACKET
4518507

TRANSITION
JACKET
4517505

WA N T T O S TAY O F F
THE TURBO TRAINER
AND OUT ON THE ROAD
DURING THE WINTER?
Then you need to choose an appropriate winter jacket for the
type of weather you’re likely to encounter. A good jacket will
keep you warm in winter conditions – rain, wind and cold, down
to the freezing point or below – and will also be able to handle
the heat and sweat that you produce on club rides or highintensity training in March. Here’s a guide to help you pick the
right jacket to keep you warm, dry and comfortable.
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WINDPROOFNESS

WINDPROOFNESS

WINDPROOFNESS

WINDPROOFNESS

WINDPROOFNESS

WINDPROOFNESS

WINDPROOFNESS

WINDPROOFNESS

WINDPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

INSULATION

INSULATION

INSULATION

INSULATION

INSULATION

INSULATION

INSULATION

INSULATION

INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

P. 36

P. 38

P. 40

P. 42

P. 45

P. 48

P. 49

P. 51

P. 53
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01.TOPS

T E M P E R AT U R E
AND
W E AT H E R

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 515g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

-5°-10°C / 23°-50°F

INSULATION
01.TOPS

ALPHA RoS JACKET 4517502

BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT
WEATHER CONDITIONS
Rain or Shine engineering provides insulation and breathability
for cold and dry rides, with effective waterproofing for wet rides
Gore® Windstopper® 150 fabric provides wind protection with
high breathability and effective rain protection
Seam sealing on shoulders, reduced seaming and double
stitching keep you mostly dry

RAIN
OR SHINE.
BRING
IT ON

Alpha construction separates wind/water protection layer from
insulating layer
Better ventilation and better moisture evaporation thanks to
separate insulating layer
Partially covered waterproof YKK® Vislon® zipper slides easily
and lies flat
Raw-edge waist lies flat and moves with you
341
ORANGE/BLACK

Raw-edge wrist cuffs lie flat for a perfect interface with gloves
Stretch fabrics with advanced patterning make for an excellent
close-to-body fit that still accommodates a wide range of body
types
Back ventilation
Castelli silicone text gripper at waist keeps jacket from riding up
3 rear pockets with reflective laser-cut drain holes
Extra pocket with waterproof zip

851
LIGHT BLACK/BLACK
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231
RED/BLACK

501
MOONLIGHT BLUE/BLACK

When we came out with the original Alpha Jacket, we wrote,

By using Gore’s new Windstopper® light rain-resistant membrane

This jacket feels like a game changer. It’s a significant step toward

“Throw out everything you think you know about cycling jackets.”

and DWR treatment, selective seam sealing, careful seam

Castelli’s goal of making clothing that performs impeccably in the

We’ve done it once again. So throw out everything you think you

placement and construction, and a waterproof YKK® Vislon®

dry but offers complete water protection in the rain. And it will

know about cycling jackets.

zipper, we’ve made the jacket essentially waterproof while not

make your riding enjoyable, rain or shine.

Until now, your cycling wardrobe has consisted of clothing for

compromising the characteristics that made it such a great dry-

dry weather and separate clothing for wet weather. You never

weather jacket.

wore your wet-weather clothing in dry conditions because it was

The outdoor industry has traditionally determined what counts as

too clammy inside and too flappy outside. And your dry-weather

“waterproof”: minimum 10,000 mm water column and complete

clothing just didn’t hold up to rain. The Gabba and Perfetto family

seam taping. But that definition means too many compromises in

helped bridge that gap, but the Alpha RoS takes it to another level.

the overall usability of the jacket, in the softness, in the fit, and

We started by keeping everything that made the original Alpha

in the jacket’s overall ability to keep you dry and comfortable by

Jacket your favorite dry-weather jacket: the two-layer construction

maximizing breathability. So we set our own definition of real-

to separate the insulation layer from the outer shell, the double

world usability and went out and tested this on the nastiest days

front opening to diffuse the cold air when you open up to ventilate,

of our Italian fall. An occasional drop may come in through a seam,

the excellent breathability, the flat wrist and waist openings, the

but you’re going to stay warm and dry because the jacket keeps

articulated collar, the insanely soft stretch fabrics, and the great fit.

nearly all water out from the outside while letting most moisture
out from the inside.
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SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 380g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

8°-15°C / 46°-59°F

INSULATION
BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT

01.TOPS

WIDE
COMFORT
RANGE,
RAIN OR
SHINE

ALPHA RoS LIGHT JACKET 4517508

WEATHER CONDITIONS
Lightweight double-layer jacket with significant rain protection
Gore® Windstopper® 150 front and sleeves
Nano Flex Xtra Dry back for the most significant nonmembrane
water protection available
ProSecco Strada inner liner with 2nd front zip
Waterproof YKK® Vislon® zipper
Articulated collar that fits better whether you’re standing or
riding
Front zippered pocket
3 rear pockets with reflective laser-cut drain holes
Raw-edge waist lies flat and moves with you
Advanced patterning makes for excellent close-to-body fit

851
LIGHT BLACK/BLACK

Castelli silicone text gripper at waist keeps jersey from riding
up

Team Sky | Wout Poels

We call it a light jacket but the comfort range is surprising. It dips

Both the front and back materials represent a significant step

well into temperatures where you might normally reach for a full

forward in rain protection. These fabrics are used with reduced

protection jacket, yet the surprising breathability makes it still

seaming, and seam sealing where necessary. We call this

comfortable in temps when you may have worn arm warmers and

“functional waterproofing” because while we don’t guarantee

a vest in the past. And it keeps you dry.

that no drop will ever enter the jacket, we promise you that this

RoS stands for Rain or Shine. It’s a label we give our most

is our best effort to keep you warm and dry in the widest range

advanced products that excel in both dry and wet conditions.

of conditions.

For dry conditions, you’re looking for comfort along with
breathability to prevent you from getting wet and chilled from
the inside. But with wet-weather clothing, you’re looking for
341
ORANGE/BLACK

231
RED/BLACK

501
MOONLIGHT BLUE/BLACK

protection that will help you stay warm by keeping the rain
out and letting sweat escape. The Alpha RoS Light Jacket ticks
both of those boxes.
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ELEMENTO LITE JACKET 4518503
WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 422g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

0°-12°C / 32°-53°F

INSULATION

M O U N TA I N E E R I N G
TECHNOLOGY
FOR THE BIKE

BREATHABILITY

01.TOPS

SIZES: S-3XL

LIGHTWEIGHT
WEATHER CONDITIONS
3-layer insulated construction with engineered air permeability
gives our best combination of warmth, breathability and light
weight
Japanese-made air-permeable woven-textured nylon outer shell
with water-repellent finish
Polypropylene synthetic down insulation layer provides warmth
while allowing full breathability without any water absorption
Plissé stretch panels on sides, elbows and wrists allow for
close-to-body fit yet with full freedom of movement
3 rear pockets with reflective gusset at bottom
Inner waist closure allows you to block out drafts (closed) or
allow extra breathability (open
041
DARK INFINITY BLUE

We looked to the world of ski mountaineering racing, where the competitors
obsess over weight even more than we cyclists do, yet their insulation is a matter
of survival, not merely comfort. And with ski mountaineering being an insanely
aerobic sport, breathability is paramount.
The construction of this jacket is similar to that of an insulated alpine shell, with
an insulation layer sandwiched between woven inner and outer layers. Unlike
most mountain jackets, though, the woven shell isn’t completely windproof;
instead, we’ve left a small amount of permeability. The small amount of air that
gets into the jacket picks up the moisture and evaporates it more efficiently than
any membrane fabric available. The middle layer is a puffy insulation layer that we
make in polypropylene partly because it’s insanely light (specific gravity 0.6g) but
also because it won’t pick up moisture from either sweat or rain.
These limited-stretch fabrics require a new cut, so this piece fits slightly looser
than your race jacket. If your winter goals are new Strava PRs rather than winning
races in the spring and summer, you’re better served by the Alpha Light Jacket or
a Perfetto. But if your goals involve a real rather than virtual finish line, this jacket
will make your winter riding better.
010
BLACK

40

089
FOREST GRAY

41

ESPRESSO V JACKET 4518504
WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 404g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

0°-10°C / 32°-50°F

INSULATION

C O L D - W E AT H E R
INDULGENCE

BREATHABILITY

01.TOPS

SIZES: S-3XL

LIGHTWEIGHT
WEATHER CONDITIONS
Engineered knit stretch windproof fabric with microporous
membrane for breathability
High breathability zones with partially exposed membrane
Zippered chest pocket
Contoured neck opening for excellent fit on and off bike
3 rear pockets
Reflective tape across lower back

085
LIGHT BLACK/RED

This jacket is built to comfortably take you
through your next winter’s training. Our
new engineered knit fabric provides extra
breathability by exposing the membrane on the
sides and back while keeping out wind and light
rain. We added features like the articulated
sleeves and contoured collar for more comfort
on the bike and a zippered chest pocket for keys
and money. Below the pockets is a reflective
band for visibility and we’ve given it a longer
tail, like the Gabba, to protect from road spray.
The cross-wrap sleeve endings are made for
easy on/off, and allow you to tuck them into
the gloves or pull them over the gloves for extra
warmth.

030
DARK GRAY/YELLOW FLUO

42

43

RADDOPPIA JACKET 4516514
WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 448g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

0°-10°C / 32°-50°F

INSULATION
01.TOPS

SIZES: S-3XL

BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT
WEATHER CONDITIONS
Full Gore® Windstopper® X-Fast thermal protection plus retroreflective panels on front and back
Thermoflex side panels give extra breathability
3 rear pockets plus zippered rear pocket
YKK® Vislon® zipper for easy sliding

SAFER ALL THE TIME

010
BLACK

The trouble with most reflective cycling wear is that you’re
embarrassed to wear it. That’s why we’re trying to bring very
high levels of reflectivity to garments that you want to wear all
the time. If you’re more likely to be wearing it, then you’re more
likely to get the protection it can provide. Functionally, this jacket
brings you warmth of all-over Windstopper protection while the
perforations in the front reflective panel allow a small amount of
air to come in for additional breathability.

023
RED

44

327
YELLOW FLUO

087
CERAMIC BLUE

089
FOREST GRAY
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01.TOPS

JUST LIKE ITS
NAMESAKE
CLIMB

The Mortirolo climb in Valtellina is a climb made famous by the
Giro d’Italia. It’s steep and unforgiving. It demands a lot of the
rider, but reaching the top is incredibly rewarding. It’s a good fivehour drive from our Castelli HQ, but the climb is so phenomenal
that we made the trip twice last summer. If you’re demanding of
your equipment, you’ll love the Mortirolo. It’s incredibly versatile
thanks to the front and sleeve wind protection, yet it doesn’t
cause overheating thanks to the fleece back. It has a large
reflective panel on the back and our easy-sliding YKK® zipper
to make on-the-fly ventilation adjustments a simple one-handed
operation.

46
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MORTIROLO V REFLEX JACKET 4518506

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 439g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 509g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

6°-14°C / 43°-57°F

INSULATION

6°-14°C / 43°-57°F

INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

Engineered knit stretch windproof panels on sides and
shoulders

Engineered knit stretch panels on sides and shoulders
Gore® Windstopper® X-Fast main body fabric

Gore® Windstopper® X-Fast main body fabric

Thermoflex back allows heat and moisture to escape

Thermoflex back allows heat and moisture to escape

Reflective panel below pockets for maximum visibility

Reflective panel below pockets for maximum visibility

Perforated reflective shoulder panel

3 rear pockets

3 rear pockets

YKK® Vislon® zipper

YKK® Vislon® zipper

231
BLACK/RED

332
DARK GRAY/YELLOW FLUO
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01.TOPS

MORTIROLO V JACKET 4518505

087
CERAMIC BLUE/YELLOW FLUO

023
RED

010
BLACK

49

MITICO JACKET 4518507

WEIGHT: 470g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

5°-15°C / 41°-59°F

INSULATION

01.TOPS

WINDPROOFNESS

WINTER CONDITIONS

SIZES: S-3XL

BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT
WEATHER CONDITIONS
Gore® Windstopper® X-Fast fabric on front and sleeves is
windproof and water resistant
Nano Flex back repels water while remaining fully breathable
Sublimated overprint graphic
YKK® Vislon® easy-sliding zipper with inner flap for comfort at
neck
3 rear pockets
Reflective panel across lower back for maximum visibility

085
LIGHT BLACK

ALL THE ESSENTIAL
F E AT U R E S
This jacket is made to offer everything you need without
overdoing it. The Windstopper® on the front and sleeves
is our heavier-weight version with fleece lining so it keeps
you warm while helping moisture escape. The back in Nano
Flex is without a membrane so you can get rid of a lot of
heat in mild conditions or when riding at maximum intensity.
The entire jacket is water repellent to protect you from road
spray or light rain, though it’s not meant as a full-on rain jacket.
The pockets are spacious, the fit is close-to-body but not too
tight, and little details like the zipper and reflectivity are just
right. Everything you need without anything superfluous.

023
RED

50

041
DARK INFINITY BLUE

050
MOONLIGHT BLUE
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TRANSITION JACKET 4517505
SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 322g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

8°-16°C / 46°-60°F

INSULATION

Winters are getting warmer, and this jacket means you’ll be

BREATHABILITY

ready. It’s our lightest-weight winter jacket, and we’ve replaced

LIGHTWEIGHT

the fleece lining found on most of our winter jackets with a
lightly brushed jersey that helps wick moisture away. This
jacket provides very little insulation, but with the full Gore®
Windstopper® front and sleeve front you’ll be able to layer it to
cover most conditions. Not only is it lighter weight for less-cold
conditions, it also has a high degree of stretch and freedom of
movement, so it feels great on those transition days between
fall and winter.

01.TOPS

C L I M AT E
CHANGE

WEATHER CONDITIONS
Our lightest jacket for fall or light winter riding
Gore® Windstopper® X-Mid front and sleeves for wind protection with exceptional breathability
Warmer fleece fabric on back for additional breathability
YKK® Vislon® zipper
3 rear pockets
Reflective panel across lower back for maximum visibility

010
BLACK/WHITE

023
RED/BLACK
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030
DARK GRAY/YELLOW FLUO

041
DARK INFINITY BLUE/MOONLIGHT BLUE
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01.TOPS

P R O T E C T I O N

54

55

IDRO PRO JACKET 4518029
SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 158g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

6°-20°C / 43°-68°F

INSULATION
01.TOPS

T H E U LT I M AT E
GORE-TEX®
CYCLING
JACKET

BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT
WEATHER CONDITIONS
GORE-TEX® SHAKEDRY™ 2-layer ultralight waterproof
breathable fabric
Stretch Gore water- and windproof inserts at elbow,
shoulder and side panel
YKK® waterproof direct-mount zipper
2 external rear pockets
Silicone elastic waistband
Fully taped seams for total waterproof construction
Reflective trim
Packs up small to easily store in jersey pocket

010
BLACK

Light, packable, highly breathable, durably waterproof and

We’ve given it a longer tail to shield you from the spray coming

aero fitting. This is the first piece that brings all those features

off your back wheel. We’ve given it a soft neck liner. And we’ve

together into a jacket made for the rider who has to (or choses

given it reflectivity for safety. Compared to our Idro 2 jacket, this

to) ride in any weather conditions. When GORE-TEX® introduced

is more of a workhorse jacket. It’s made for the rider who leaves

SHAKEDRY™ technology two seasons ago, we immediately saw

his house for an all-day ride in the rain, for the rider whose jacket

the opportunity to make waterproof jackets lighter than ever.

is a necessity and not a piece that stays in a pocket until it’s

And then we tested it and realized that we’re also able to make

needed.

them more breathable than ever. Now, thanks to Gore’s new
Topo inserts and the Gore®/YKK® integrated zipper, we’re able
to bring a close fit and extreme packability to a jacket that’s fully
protective for all-day riding in the rain. We’ve given it two external
pockets so you don’t have to unzip to reach your jersey pockets.
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SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 107g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

6°-20°C / 43°-68°F

INSULATION
01.TOPS

IDRO 2 JACKET 4518030

BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT
WEATHER CONDITIONS
The lightest Castelli GORE-TEX® Product ever made
Durably waterproof and long-lasting weather protection backed
by the GUARANTEED TO KEEP YOU DRY™ promise
GORE-TEX® SHAKEDRY™ product technology
Folds into just half a pocket
YKK® waterproof Vislon® zipper
Anatomic wrist closure
Reflective Castelli wordmark

010
BLACK

This jacket can change the way you ride. It’s so small you’ll find
yourself stuffing it in your pocket for rides with even a remote
chance of rain, just because it takes up so little space. And
you’ll be extending your rides into conditions when rain is in the
forecast because you know you’ll be perfectly covered. Using
Gore’s newest SHAKEDRY™ two-layer fabric, we constructed
the most minimalistic jacket that still covers your needs. It fits
over your jersey and vest. It covers your tail. It has a tall collar.
It has a YKK® Vislon® waterproof zipper. It has reflectivity. But

T H E S M A L L E S T,
LIGHTEST
GORE-TEX®
JACKET
58

that’s about it. Compared to the Idro Pro jacket, this one is made
to go in your pocket for every ride, yet still provide the essential
protection when called into duty.
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PRO FIT LIGHT RAIN JACKET 4518509
WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 263g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

6°-18°C / 43°-64°F

INSULATION

WORLDTOUR
DO-EVERYTHING
JACKET

BREATHABILITY

01.TOPS

SIZES: S-3XL

LIGHTWEIGHT
WEATHER CONDITIONS
Pocketable stretch fit waterproof jacket
Torrent Stretch 2-layer fabric in body for light weight compactability
Torrent Stretch 3-layer fabric slides easily over bare arms
Stretch aero fit
3 rear pockets with Gabba-style tail
YKK® Vislon® zipper
Seam sealed for waterproofness

085
LIGHT BLACK

We made this as an aero rain jacket for Team Sky. The high-stretch
fabrics with a smooth face make this our most aero race option.
But it’s good for so much more: it’s packable and fits in a jersey
pocket, it’s fully waterproof and seam sealed to keep the rain out,
and it features a long tail to protect you from wheel spray, while
the external pockets are handy for stashing food. The sleeves
have a three-layer fabric for comfort on the skin, while the inner
textile layer is eliminated on the main body to save weight and
keep the piece compact for packability. The downside is that the
PU membrane means it isn’t as breathable as a Perfetto or Gabba,
so this isn’t as good for long, steady medium-intensity rides. Oh,
and keep in mind that it’s cut for a skin-tight fit on WorldTour riders
– you’ve been warned.

023
RED

60

032
YELLOW FLUO
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SUPERLEGGERA JACKET 4517054

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 87g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

INSULATION

10°-16°C / 50°-62°F

INSULATION

WEIGHT: 175g (Large)
5°-18°C / 40°-65°F

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

Deluge Light 2.5–layer waterproof fabric keeps rain off
with 10,000 mm water column

Pertex® Quantum base fabric with low air permeability to keep
you dry

Slight amount of stretch for excellent fit in riding position

Stretch Torrent waterproof fabric insert on back

Folds into half a jersey pocket for emergency situations

Extremely packable

Innovative “gutters” drain water away from hands and off back

YKK® Vislon® zipper

Waterproof zipper and seam sealing keep all water out

Front and rear reflectivity

READY IN CASE
OF EMERGENCY

01.TOPS

EMERGENCY RAIN JACKET 4517500

034
ORANGE

SUPERLIGHT PROTECTION
We put a lot of thought and engineering into our high-

032
YELLOW FLUO

Just like the name says, we wanted to create the ideal simple

performance Superleggera Shell Jacket and Vest. The main body

jacket. We made it completely waterproof and compact, and, as

fabric is Japanese-made Pertex® Quantum, but we’ve made it

you’d expect from Castelli, we also gave it an amazing on-bike

without the standard coating so that you get a very small amount

fit, yet it’s still roomy enough to fit over a Gabba. This jacket is

of air permeability that lets sweat escape, while the DWR

an emergency piece, so we knew you wouldn’t want to break

coating will keep light rain at bay. On the back we’ve used a

the bank with it, but the only real compromise compared to our

totally waterproof stretch panel that sheds wheel spray, and the

top-of-the-line offerings is in breathability. We didn’t make this

stretch allows for a great close-to-body fit. Best of all, the piece

for an all-day rain ride, but it’s just right for your next emergency.

takes up minimal space in a jersey pocket. The vest has mesh
panels for extra breathability while the jacket is fully closed for
extra protection.

010
BLACK

62

089
FOREST GRAY

010
BLACK

009
ANTHRACITE

001
WHITE

932
ANTHRACITE/YELLOW FLUO
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TEMPESTA ¾ PANT 4515513

SIZES: XS-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 156g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

INSULATION

0°-12°C / 32°-54°F

INSULATION

WEIGHT: 128g (Large)
10°-16°C / 50°-61°F

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

Minimalist vest for descents or extra coverage

Exclusive eVent® ultralight microfiber main fabric for maximum
breathability

Coated ripstop windproof fabric

01.TOPS

SQUADRA ER JACKET 4517507

Stretch inserts in Torrent 3-layer fabric that provides extra
durabiility in the seat contact area

Mesh back panel
Reflective piping at shoulders and on the back

Internal elastic waist with adjustable draw cord
Internal seam taping for total waterproofness

010
BLACK/GRAY

Preshaped knee that provides ventilation while keeping rain out
Reflective Castelli wordmark
Folds up small to fit in half a pocket

010
BLACK

READY FOR THE
UNEXPECTED?

TEMPESTA 2 LEG WARMER 4517559
SIZES: S-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

A lightweight packable shell, ideal for stuffing into your pocket in

WEIGHT: 122g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

case of rain on those unpredictable days. The Squadra ER jacket

6°-20°C / 43°-68°F

INSULATION

will shut out the wind and provide a bit of protection from light

WHEEL SPRAY
NO PROBLEM
If you’re riding without fenders you know that
the lower legs get wheel spray from both front
and back and are one of the hardest spots to

BREATHABILITY

rain while still being small enough to pack into your back pocket
or seat bag. An essential item for every ride.

keep dry. So we made the lower part of this leg

LIGHTWEIGHT

warmer with waterproof reflective fabric so that
the spray will just run off. You wear this warmer
with your favorite shorts, underneath the

WEATHER CONDITIONS
Made to wear with the Tempesta 3/4 pant
Can be used as a normal leg warmer for extra water
protection and visibility
Waterproof Reflex lower leg provides water protection and
visibility
Nano Flex upper portion for water repellency should spray come
up under the Tempesta pant

010
BLACK

Tempesta 3/4 pant, and OVER your waterproof
booties. You get ventilation under the pant, and
because the warmer is placed over the bootie,
the rain just runs right off. The large reflective
area on your moving legs is highly visible for
extra safety, and in our testing this piece has
become a favorite for night rides.

GIRO³ leg gripper
Ankle zipper positioned at outside of ankle to prevent water
entering

001
WHITE
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032
YELLOW FLUO
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ELEMENTO LITE VEST 4518508
WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 278g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

12°-16°C / 53°-61°F

INSULATION

PACKABLE
S U P E R - I N S U L AT E D
V E N T I L AT I O N

BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT
WEATHER CONDITIONS

01.TOPS

SIZES: S-3XL

3-layer insulated construction with engineered air permeability
gives our best combination of warmth, breathability and light
weight
Japanese-made air-permeable woven-textured nylon outer shell
with water-repellent finish
Polypropylene synthetic down insulation layer provides warmth
while allowing full breathability without any water absorption
Plissé stretch panels on sides allow for close-to-body fit yet
with full freedom of movement
2 rear pockets with reflective gusset at bottom
Packs up small to fit in a jersey pocket

089
FOREST GRAY

This vest is so many things: insanely light, packable, super warm
yet prevents overheating. The air-permeable fabrics allow a small
amount of air in to evaporate sweat, while the polypropylene
synthetic down insulation keeps your core warm. It fits and feels
like a warm mountaineering vest yet weighs next to nothing and
even packs away into a jersey pocket when not needed.

010
BLACK

66

041
DARK INFINITY BLUE

67

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 249g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

12°-20°C / 54°-68°F

INSULATION
01.TOPS

THERMAL PRO VEST 4518514

BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT
WEATHER CONDITIONS
Warmer fabric all around
3 back pockets
Gripper elastic at waist
YKK® Vislon® zipper
Reflective heat-transfer viz strips for visibility

085
LIGHT BLACK

Q U I N T E S S E N T I A L LY
PRO
Of the pieces that are available to Team Sky riders but not to
the rest of us, this is probably the garment they use the most.
It’s a thermal vest with no wind protection and not as warm
as any of our other vests. The simple use of our Warmer fabric
provides a good bit of extra warmth for your core, but without a
windproof membrane to trap moisture. It’s ideal for high-intensity
riding in cool weather, or staying comfortably warm on a mildtemperature recovery day. Find out why the pros always have
one in their suitcases.

68

023
RED

032
YELLOW FLUO

69

SQUADRA VEST 4517056

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: XS-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 71g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

INSULATION

14°-20°C / 57°-68°F

INSULATION

WEIGHT: 79g (Large)
14°-20°C / 58°-68°F

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

Pertex® Quantum base fabric with low air permeability to keep
you dry

Minimalist vest for descents or extra coverage

01.TOPS

SUPERLEGGERA VEST 4517055

Coated ripstop windproof fabric

Mesh breathable panels on sides

Mesh back panel

Stretch Torrent waterproof fabric insert on back
Extremely packable
YKK® Vislon® zipper
Front and rear reflectivity

932
ANTHRACITE/YELLOW FLUO

010
BLACK

70

009
ANTHRACITE

001
WHITE

034
ORANGE

010
BLACK

032
YELLOW FLUO

001
WHITE

71

01.TOPS

J E R S E Y S

72

73

THE SPRING
AND FALL
DO-EVERYTHING
JERSEY

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 450g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

10°-18°C / 50°-64°F

INSULATION
01.TOPS

NELMEZZO RoS JERSEY 4518510

BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT
WEATHER CONDITIONS
Nano Flex Xtra Dry low-air-permeability water-repellent
dual-face knit fabric
Warmer than a normal thermal jersey but more breathable than
a windproof jacket
Double-face fabric with polyester inside and nylon outside for
excellent moisture transfer
Easy-sliding YKK® Vislon® zipper
3 rear pockets plus covered key pocket
Reflective arm bands and back panel

010
BLACK/RED

Our RoS Rain or Shine products are made to be your favorite
garments for dry weather, yet provide significant water
protection. We made this jersey with a double-layer fabric that
keeps more wind out than your traditional jersey, yet has no
membrane so still has some airflow to maximize breathability.
Hence the Nelmezzo name – Italian for “in the middle.” The
tighter weave and new Nano Flex Xtra Dry make this all but
waterproof: you can wear it by itself on wet roads or in light
rain/mist, although in steady rain you will likely still reach for
a rain shell.
087
CERAMIC BLUE/YELLOW FLUO

74

089
FOREST GRAY/ORANGE

75

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 292g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

10°-18°C / 50°-64°F

INSULATION
01.TOPS

TRASPARENTE 4 JERSEY 4517509

BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT
WEATHER CONDITIONS
Fits like a jersey, protects like a jacket
Gore® Windstopper® X-Lite Plus front and sleeves are windproof and splash resistant
Warmer fabric on back for high breathability
Full-length YKK® Vislon® zipper
Chest zipper pocket and 3 external rear pockets
Reflective detailing on back
Jacquard internal elastic waist

853
LIGHT BLACK/YELLOW FLUO

BLURRING THE LINE
BETWEEN JACKETS
AND JERSEYS
Around our Italian headquarters in the Dolomites we have some
amazing riding in the spring and fall when it’s too cold for a jersey
but we don’t want to break out a heavy jacket. That’s where this
jersey comes in: it’s protective enough to keep you warm but
light enough that you forget you have it on. That’s where it got
its name, Trasparente, which means “transparent.” You hardly
notice it.
We gave it full front wind protection but cut it close to the body
like a jersey and gave it a full thermal breathable back so you
don’t overheat. But we kept the other details simple, like the
three spacious back pockets, the YKK® Vislon® zipper for easy
851
LIGHT BLACK/BLACK

76

500
MOONLIGHT BLUE/BARELY BLUE

343
ORANGE/DARK GRAY

one-handed opening and closing, and an anatomical fit for onbike comfort.

77

FONDO JERSEY FZ 4517511

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 288g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 278g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

14°-20°C / 57°-68°F

INSULATION

13°-20°C / 55°-68°F

INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

Warmer fabric on body and sleeves

Made from 100% polyester fleece for extra warmth and wicking

Reflective panels on front and back

Zen collar protects neck from zipper

Gripper elastic at waist

Easy-sliding YKK® Vislon® zipper

3 rear pockets

3 rear pockets with reflective tabs

01.TOPS

PURO 3 JERSEY FZ 4518511

Easy-sliding YKK® Vislon® zipper

WARMER, BRIGHTER

This no-fuss jersey is made to do exactly what a thermal jersey
needs to do: keep you warm and dry. Our Warmer fabric is

We’ve been working on the third generation of the Puro Jersey,

excellent for cool days thanks to the high-loft fleece inside and

085
LIGHT BLACK

our most popular winter jersey, to make it better than ever. We
updated the fabric to make it warmer than last year, especially

853
LIGHT BLACK/YELLOW FLUO

the exceptional wicking. This jersey works well on its own, or
you can pair it up with a Perfetto Vest to go to colder conditions

on the sleeves, and added reflective panels front and back for

while keeping your core warm. We’ve paid attention to getting

day and night visibility. Otherwise it’s a no-nonsense technical

the details right, like the spacious rear pockets and the high

piece aimed at comfort and warmth while making you look good.

collar with our Zen neck flap to prevent the easy-sliding YKK®
zipper from rubbing on your neck.

023
RED
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032
YELLOW FLUO

087
CERAMIC BLUE

089
FOREST GRAY

345
ORANGE/LIGHT BLACK

231
BLACK/RED

501
MOONLIGHT BLUE/BLACK
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PROLOGO V LONG SLEEVE FZ 4517020

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 216g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

INSULATION

12°-20°C /54°-68°F

INSULATION

WEIGHT: 320g (Large)
14°-20°C / 57°-68°F

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

Warmer fabric on body and sleeves

Stratus+ 2-layer fabric actively moves moisture away from your
skin

Warmer X-Stretch side panels

01.TOPS

CIELO JERSEY FZ 4518512

Shadow chest logo for crisp, clean construction

Dropped pocket design for better fit at waist

Mesh side panels and shoulder for cooling and improved fit

Gripper elastic at waist

Full-length YKK® Vislon® zipper

3 rear pockets

3 rear pockets plus zippered key pocket with reflective tape

Easy-sliding YKK® Vislon® zipper with neck protector
Reflective heat-transfer viz strips for visibility

S TA R T O F S O M E T H I N G N E W

I N S TA N T C L A S S I C

This jersey features our Warmer fabric, which has a slightly

032
DARK GRAY/YELLOW FLUO

tighter knit to keep you warmer while still being lightweight

Now in its fifth generation, the Prologo Jersey has never been
more true to the original concept behind it: designed to be your

and having excellent moisture management. We’ve added some

favorite jersey. We’ve kept the outstanding moisture manage-

construction details like our drop pocket design, the stretch side

ment of the Stratus+ two-layer fabric and the relaxed Prologo

panels moved farther to the back, and our Zen neck flap to cover

fit, but we’ve updated the details, from the collar construction

the zipper without the complications of a zip garage that always

that protects your neck from the zipper to the embossed chest

seems to get caught in the zipper. It’s focused and functional,

with the Castelli shadow logo. The design feels instantly classic,

making this a great-performing essential jersey.

while the performance is distinctly modern.

087
CERAMIC BLUE
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085
LIGHT BLACK

089
FOREST GRAY

010
BLACK/RED

009
ANTHRACITE/YELLOW FLUO
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SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 206g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

15°-22°C / 59°-72°F

INSULATION
01.TOPS

MID WEIGHT SS JERSEY 4518513

BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT
WEATHER CONDITIONS
Mid-weight Warmer X-Stretch brushed fabric
Ideal for cool conditions, with or without a vest
Race cut with highly elastic fabric provides close-to-body fit
without feeling tight
Drop pocket construction for better fit around waist and better
pocket position
Covered YKK® Vislon® zipper
Reflective heat-transfer viz strips for visibility

023
RED
Team Sky | Wout Poels

TEAM SKY
RIDERS’
FAVORITE
JERSEY?
Team Sky riders asked for a mid-weight jersey for training and
racing in cool weather. We worked hard to find that balance
between warmth, moisture management and comfort, and
we just happened to make this great aero-fitting jersey that’s
insanely comfortable and instantly became a rider favorite.
Wear it with just a base layer on a slightly cool day, or add arm
warmers and a vest and you have a super-comfortable outfit for
cooler weather. Or even layer it under a Gabba in cold weather.
It’s a surprisingly versatile addition to your wardrobe.

085
LIGHT BLACK

82

032
YELLOW FLUO

83

02.TIGHTS

T I G H T S

84

85

WAT E R R E P E L L E N T

WINDPROOF FRONT

0°-12°C / 32°-54°F

6°-16°C / 43°-61°F

5°-12°C / 41°-53°F

6°-12°C / 43°-53°F

5°-12°C / 41°-53°F

10°-18°C / 50°-65°F

-5°-8°C / 23°-46°F

-5°-5°C / 23°-41°F

0°-8°C / 32°-46°F

NANO FLEX PRO 2
BIBTIGHT
4518515

NANO FLEX 2
BIBTIGHT
4515534

SORPASSO 2
BIBTIGHT
4517516

VELOCISSIMO 3
BIBTIGHT
4516522

MENO 2
BIBTIGHT
4516521

LW
BIBTIGHT
4517519

SORPASSO 2 WIND
BIBTIGHT
4518520

POLARE 2
BIBTIGHT
4513523

MENO 2 WIND
BIBTIGHT
4516580

02.TIGHTS

T E M P E R AT U R E
AND
W E AT H E R

THERMAL PROTECTION

NOTHING SPOILS
A WINTER RIDE
LIKE GETTING COLD.
If you want to keep cycling through the cold winter months, it
pays to dress properly; keeping your legs insulated is essential
if you want to ride in comfort. Fortunately, Castelli has a wide
selection of the best gear to keep your legs protected from the
cold, rain and wind.
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WINDPROOFNESS

WINDPROOFNESS

WINDPROOFNESS

WINDPROOFNESS

WINDPROOFNESS

WINDPROOFNESS

WINDPROOFNESS

WINDPROOFNESS

WINDPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

INSULATION

INSULATION

INSULATION

INSULATION

INSULATION

INSULATION

INSULATION

INSULATION

INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

SEAT PAD

SEAT PAD

SEAT PAD

SEAT PAD

SEAT PAD

SEAT PAD

SEAT PAD

SEAT PAD

SEAT PAD

P. 88

P. 90

P. 92

P. 94

P. 96

P. 99

P. 102

P. 104

P. 105
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NANO FLEX PRO 2 OMLOOP 4518516

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 376g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 241g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

0°-12°C / 32°-54°F

INSULATION

12°-20°C / 54°-68°F

INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

Nano Flex Xtra Dry fabric brings higher level of water protection
and warmth

Nano Flex Xtra Dry fabric brings higher level of water protection
and warmth

Double-face knit keeps you warmer because less wind comes in

Double-face knit keeps you warmer because less wind comes in

Reflective waterproof splash guards on inside of lower legs

Long leg reaches to just above the knee

Double layer over backside protects from water coming off rear
wheel

Raw-cut edge at knee for comfort

02.TIGHTS

NANO FLEX PRO 2 BIBTIGHT 4518515

Fewer seams to reduce chance of water coming in

Fewer seams to reduce chance of water coming in

Lie-flat bib construction

Lie-flat bib construction

Progetto X² Air pad for long hours in the saddle

Progetto X² Air pad for long hours in the saddle

Reflective screen-printed Castelli graphic on both legs

010
BLACK

010
BLACK

RAIN OR SHINE
BIBTIGHT

WE CALL IT
THE COLD AND WET SHORT

Introducing Nano Flex Xtra Dry fabric. Eight years have passed since Castelli pioneered nanotechnology

This is the piece designed for racing in the cold and/or wet. The

coatings in cycling clothing to provide a higher level of water protection without sacrificing

new Nano Flex Xtra Dry fabric keeps out more water than ever

breathability or stretch. We never stopped working on improving the fabric, and after numerous small

and is warmer than ever thanks to the new double-face tightly

improvements we’re ready with the first major update. The base fabric is a tighter-knit double-layer

knit construction. We’ve minimized seams for comfort and to

construction, and the water repellency treatment is improved to offer even more protection. We’re

keep water out, and used a raw edge at the bottom of the leg,

not quite there yet on our goal of bringing full waterproofness to a non-membrane fabric, but this is

cut just above the knee to add a bit of extra warmth.

a significant improvement in making your foul-weather riding much more comfortable. This will also

While this short is our best short for wet conditions, it’s also a

be your go-to tight for dry conditions. It’s a no-compromise piece for all your cool-weather riding.

great choice for dry and cold if you want to pair it with a knee

It’s not just about the fabric, though. This is a serious training tight, so it gets our Progetto X² Air

or leg warmer.

seat pad. For total protection in the high-splash area of the inner leg, we use a fully reflective
waterproof fabric that adds a high degree of nighttime safety to this tight. The tight is constructed
with the bare minimum of seaming, which helps keep the rain out and also makes it more
comfortable. This is the best all-around tight that we know how to make with today’s technology,
but we’re still working to make it obsolete as soon as possible.

88

89

NANO FLEX 2 BIB KNICKER 4515535

NANO FLEX 2 BIBSHORT 4515536

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 251g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 191g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

INSULATION

10°-20°C / 50°-68°F

INSULATION

14°-20°C / 57°-68°F

INSULATION

WEIGHT: 251g (Large)
6°-16°C / 43°-61°F

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

Nano Flex fabric provides outstanding warmth and stretch with
water resistance

Nano Flex fabric provides outstanding warmth and stretch
with water resistance

Nano Flex fabric provides outstanding warmth and stretch with
water resistance

Minimal seams for maximum water resistance

Minimal seams for maximum water resistance

Minimal seams for maximum water resistance

KISS Air seat pad for all-day comfort

KISS Air seat pad for all-day comfort

KISS Air seat pad for all-day comfort

Mesh bib straps for breathability

Mesh bib straps for breathability

Mesh bib straps for breathability

Reflective screen-printed Castelli graphic on both legs

Reflective screen-printed Castelli graphic on both legs

Reflective screen-printed Castelli graphic on both legs

GIRO³ ankle grippers lie flat and seal around shoecover

GIRO³ leg grippers lie flat

02.TIGHTS

NANO FLEX 2 BIBTIGHT 4515534

YKK® ankle Camlock® zippers with reflective tape for high
visibility

010
BLACK

RIDE THROUGH ANYTHING
010
BLACK
010
BLACK

In dry conditions our Nano Flex fabric is stretchy, breathable and
warm thanks to its softly fleeced inner face. But in wet conditions
the nanotechnology water-repellent surface keeps much of the
moisture at bay. There is no membrane to block breathability,
though, so in harder rain or on longer rides some moisture will
come through. But that’s when this fabric is at its best: it never
feels waterlogged, it almost feels dry on your legs and, best of
all, it continues to keep you warm. If you’re going to do serious
rain riding, you should look to our Nano Flex Pro 2 Bibtight, or
even the Tempesta Pant, but for lighter rain, warmer temps or
wet roads this will be ideal.
Team Sky | Christian Knees
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SORPASSO 2 BIBKNICKER 4517517

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 275g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

INSULATION

10°-16°C / 50°-59°F

INSULATION

WEIGHT: 301g (Large)
5°-12°C / 41°-53°F

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

Our best-fitting tight for a wide range of cool to cold conditions

Our best-fitting tight for a wide range of cool to cold conditions

Thermoflex Core2 front and knees for extra warmth

Thermoflex Core2 front and knees for extra warmth

Thermoflex over thighs and back of legs for extra stretch

Thermoflex over thighs and back of legs for extra stretch

Castelli shadow wordmark in colored leg band

Castelli shadow wordmark in colored leg band

3D support band at lower back and flat bib straps for extra
comfort

3D support band at lower back and flat bib straps for extra
comfort

Progetto X² Air seat pad for long-distance rides

Progetto X² Air seat pad for long-distance rides

02.TIGHTS

SORPASSO 2 BIBTIGHT 4517516

YKK® Camlock® zippered ankle openings with GIRO³ elastic and
reflective zip cover

THE SECRET TO
OUR BEST WINTER TIGHT

101
BLACK/WHITE

110
BLACK/REFLEX

010
BLACK

The Sorpasso Bibtight is our best winter tight because of its
exceptionally wide comfort range and the amazing fit. And both
of these features come from the combination of our Thermoflex
Core2 fabric and our standard fleecy Themoflex. The Core2 fabric
is made with a hollow-core polyester yarn on the inside and a
nylon outer face, which together provide excellent insulation
for cold temperatures along with better wicking to keep you
comfortable when it’s not so cold. This fabric offers some wind
protection but is somewhat limited in stretch, and that’s where
the extremely stretchy Thermoflex fabric comes in. The overall
effect is a tight that offers optimal compression and seems to
just move with you.
We’ve updated the design of the tight and given it a lumbar
support panel that further improves the fit.

010
BLACK

92

231
BLACK/RED

321
BLACK/YELLOW FLUO

110
BLACK/REFLEX
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VELOCISSIMO 3 BIBTIGHT 4516522

VELOCISSIMO 3 BIBTIGHT NO PAD 4516523 VELOCISSIMO 3 BIBKNICKER 4516524

VELOCISSIMO 3 TIGHT 4516525

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 240g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 205g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

INSULATION

6°-12°C / 43°-53°F

INSULATION

6°-12°C / 43°-53°F

INSULATION

WEIGHT: 288g (Large)
6°-12°C / 43°-53°F

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: S-3XL

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 243g (Large)

INSULATION

12°-18°C / 55°-65°F

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

Thermoflex fabric for warmth and comfort

Thermoflex fabric for warmth and comfort

Thermoflex fabric for warmth and comfort

Thermoflex fabric for warmth and comfort

KISS Air pad for all-day comfort

Sublimation-printed mesh bib straps for breathability

KISS Air pad for all-day comfort

KISS Air pad for all-day comfort

Sublimation-printed mesh bib straps for breathability

Jacquard Camlock® ankle zips

Sublimation-printed mesh bib straps for breathability

Sublimation-printed mesh bib straps for breathability

Jacquard Camlock® ankle zips

Reflective viz strips for high visibility

Reflective viz strips for high visibility

Jacquard Camlock® ankle zips
Reflective viz strips for high visibility

02.TIGHTS

Reflective viz strips for high visibility

GETTING THE LITTLE
THINGS RIGHT
The Velocissimo tight is the result of putting together the right
ingredients with a bit of magic. We use our soft, fleecy and warm
Thermoflex fabric with our famous KISS Air seat pad, covering
010
BLACK

the comfort. The mesh bibs along with the camlock ankle zips
and reflective tabs are expected in a tight at this level. The magic
comes in with the fit and how everything just locks into place
and works well together. That’s why this is a perennial favorite
in the Castelli line.

010
BLACK

231
BLACK/RED
94

101
BLACK/WHITE

010
BLACK

010
BLACK

321
BLACK/YELLOW FLUO
95

MENO 2 BIBTIGHT 4516521
SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 268g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

5°-12°C / 41°-53°F

INSULATION

A LOT OF
AT T E N T I O N
TO JUST A FEW
D E TA I L S

BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT
WEATHER CONDITIONS
Thermoflex Core2 front panels for warmth and moisture
management
Thermoflex back panels for extra stretch
KISS Air pad for all-day comfort

02.TIGHTS

Mesh bib straps for breathability
Flat-lock seams
Reflective Castelli logos at lower leg
Camlock® ankle zips

010
BLACK

This is one of the simplest products in the Castelli line, but
every detail has been obsessed over, to perfection. It has just
four panels, with the front two in Thermoflex Core2 to keep
you a little warmer on the front, and the back two in standard
Thermoflex to give a perfect fit.
The seams are placed closer to the back for extra warmth, and
we even manage to provide an anatomical cut. The seams are
flat for extra comfort, there are ankle zips for easy on/off, and
the logos on the lower leg are reflective for added visibility in
low light conditions.

96

97

THE POSITIVE
SIDE
O F C L I M AT E
CHANGE

LW BIBTIGHT 4517519
SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 262g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

10°-18°C / 50°-65°F

INSULATION
BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS
Lighter-weight bibtight for light winter conditions
Thermoflex fabric for exceptional warmth, stretch and
breathability
Lower panel in Nano Light fabric for splash protection
02.TIGHTS

Progetto X² Air seat pad for long-distance comfort
Mesh bib straps so that you can regulate insulation with your
base layers, not the bib

Winters are becoming less cold, and we wanted to create the
right tight for cool conditions. The upper portion of this tight
is very similar to our Omloop bibshort, but we’ve brought the
thermal protection down over the front of the knee and added a

231
BLACK/RED

lower panel in our water-repellent Nano Light fabric. The comfort
on this tight is amazing, and it provides just enough warmth with
full freedom of movement for your long adventure rides in the
fall, or your early-season mild-temperature long base rides.

Team Sky | Wout Poels
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910
BLACK/ANTHRACITE

321
BLACK/YELLOW FLUO

99

OMLOOP THERMAL BIBSHORT 4516520
SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 214g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

12°-18°C / 54°-65°F

INSULATION
BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS
Thermal short cut just to the knee
Thermoflex fabric for exceptional warmth, stretch and
breathability
Raw-cut edge at anatomically shaped knee
02.TIGHTS

Progetto X² Air seat pad for long-distance comfort
Mesh bib straps so that you can regulate insulation with your
base layers, not the bib
Reflective viz strips for visibility
231
BLACK/RED REFLEX

P R O I N N O VAT I O N
We first saw this back in 2009 when our Cervélo TestTeam rider
Jeremy Hunt rode the Omloop Het Nieuwsblad in knee warmers
that he had cut to knee length. It took six years for it to catch on,
but we saw half a dozen or so riders starting the 2015 Omloop
with that same look. So we engineered a fabric that lets us
leave a soft raw edge at the back of the knee that won’t cut
into you, and we started riding prototypes. Once again the guys
who do this for a living have come up with a new way to dress.
It’s significantly warmer than a thermal short but doesn’t feel
overdressed like a knicker.

321
BLACK/YELLOW FLUO REFLEX

100

101

PERFORMANCE
WIND TIGHT
FOR COLD
CONDITIONS

SORPASSO 2 WIND BIBTIGHT 4518520
SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 359g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

-5°-8°C / 23°-46°F

INSULATION
BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS
If your riding extends to subfreezing temperatures, this is the
tight for you. Your best option for cold conditions, this tight

Gore Windstopper X-Fast front protection from waist to knee
for cold-weather riding
®

shares the Sorpasso name with our best tight for cool conditions.

Thermoflex Core2 fabric at back of legs for warmth with
outstanding wicking

The front is full Gore® Windstopper® down to just past the knees.

Nano Flex Xtra Dry water-repellent back panel and lower legs
for maximum stretch

The lower legs and backside are in Nano Flex Xtra Dry, which

02.TIGHTS

®

keeps much of the wind out while providing a high level of splash

Lumbar support pad makes this tight lock in around the waist
for better fit

protection when you’re riding on wet roads. And finally, we’ve

Reflective side panel

used Thermoflex Core2 on the back of the legs because we love

Progetto X² Air seat pad for comfort and improved airflow

the way this fabric offers good stretch with excellent warmth

YKK® Camlock® ankle zippers with reflective tape for high
visibility

and wicking.

110
BLACK/REFLEX

102

103

POLARE 2 BIBTIGHT 4513523

MENO 2 WIND BIBTIGHT 4516580

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 293g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

INSULATION

0°-8°C / 32°-46°F

INSULATION

-5°-5°C / 23°-41°F

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

Full Gore® Windstopper® X-Fast front for total wind protection

AirFlex Thermo fabric on front panels for maximum stretch and
total windproofness

Thermoflex Core2 back for extra warmth with brushed fleece
inside

Back in Thermoflex Core2 for excellent moisture management
and warmth

KISS Air seat pad gives great cushioning without excessive bulk

Mesh bib straps for breathability

Ankle zips with reflective detailing

02.TIGHTS

WEIGHT: 268g (Large)

KISS Air pad for all-day comfort
Flat-lock seams
Reflective Castelli logos at lower leg
Camlock® ankle zips

710
BLACK/REFLEX

010
BLACK

OUR WARMEST
TIGHT

PERFECTION SIMPLIFIED...
AND WINDPROOF

This is our warmest tight for tough guys who don’t let a little

The Meno family is all about getting serious about your winter

cold keep them indoors. Our warmest Gore® Windstopper®

training, and for this line we concentrate on getting the right

fabric covers the entire front of the tight and even wraps around

fabrics and fit but eliminate anything extra. The Meno Bibtight

the sides of the thighs for added protection. Thermoflex Core2

is a core performance tight in this line. You’ll love the regular

on the back lets us build in the renowned Castelli fit. We’ve

non-windproof version of the Meno, but for cold days we’ve

kept the bib straps to a minimum so that you can layer your

also made this windproof version of it. In the spirit of obsessing

upper body exactly as you wish, without an unwanted thermal

over the details, we created a new AirFlex Thermo fabric that

layer covering your stomach.

provides high four-way stretch with total windproofness and a
fleecy inside to keep you warm.

104

105

PREMIO BIBSHORT 4517006

VELOCISSIMO IV BIBSHORT 4518009

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 168g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

INSULATION

15°-30°C / 59°-86°F

INSULATION

15°-30°C / 59°-86°F

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

Forza fabric with 38% Lycra® content for perfect fit

Anatomically constructed for exceptional fit and comfort in Pro
Dry 210g fabric

3D mesh breathable lumbar support band

New Doppio waistband for extra stretch around the stomach
area

Reduced seaming for more comfort
Raw-edge leg ending with vertical silicone grippers

KISS Air seat pad for all-day comfort

Bonded flat ergonomic bib straps for extra comfort
Embossed Castelli shadow wordmark

Raw-cut leg ending with silicone horizontal gripper keeps short
leg in place without pressure

Progetto X² Air seat pad

Flat-lock stitching

02.TIGHTS

WEIGHT: 201g (Large)

Reflective heat-transfer viz strips for visibility

010
BLACK

010
BLACK

FREE AERO RACE BIBSHORT 4515003

EVOLUZIONE 2 BIBSHORT 4517010

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 197 g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

INSULATION

15°-30°C / 59°-86°F

INSULATION

WEIGHT: 178g (Large)
15°-35°C / 59°-95°F

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

Vortex dimpled fabric on legs for aero performance

New ProDry Soft 2-layer fabric provides exceptional moisture
management

Forza fabric on inner legs with 38% Lycra® content for perfect fit

Anatomic shape with extra-stretch side panel that extends to
360° leg band

Carré engineered lie-flat bib strap construction for minimal
coverage, maximum comfort

Mesh bib straps

GIRO Air mesh-like leg gripper elastic for better grip distributed
over larger area

KISS Air seat pad for all-day comfort

Doppio V construction in front for increased support and comfort

Reflective tabs

Flat-lock stitching

Innovative InMold silicone leg gripper with clean edge finish

Reflective detailing on back
Progetto X² Air seat pad for even greater comfort
010
BLACK/BLACK STITCHING
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010
BLACK
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FLANDERS WARM / NECK WARMER 4518522
SIZES: XS-2XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 184g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

-8°-6°C / 18°-43°F

INSULATION
BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT

SottoZero multi-denier 100% polyester fleece fabric
Flat-lock stitching
Mesh armpit insert
Higher than normal neck can be pulled up to act as a neck
warmer

EVEN WARMER
Another piece that started in a Team Sky focus group – our
warmest base layer (Flanders) with essentially a built-in neck
warmer. On merely cold days, keep the neck down to fill in the
space inside the collar of your jacket. On brutally cold days,
SottoZero fleece fabric to keep you even warmer.

008
GRAY
03.BASE LAYERS

B A S E
L A Y E R S

pull it up over your face for extra warmth, with the double layer

FLANDERS WARM LS 4514531
SIZES: XS-2XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 116g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

-4°-10°C / 25°-50°F

INSULATION
BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT

SottoZero Fleece multi-denier 100% polyester fabric
Flat-lock stitching
Mesh armpit insert
Flat hem tucks away in tights

B L U S T E RY W E AT H E R ?
NO PROBLEM
This product was made for the conditions of Flanders in February.
Or basically any month between September and May. High-loft
fleece on the inside provides warmth to spare, and you’ll love the
softness on your skin with the excellent moisture management
of this 100% multi-denier fabric. It’s stretchy for a perfect fit, and
the flat-lock seams add an extra touch of quality.
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008
GRAY
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PROSECCO R SS
SIZES: XS-2XL
WEIGHT: 112g (Large)
10°-20°C / 50°-68°F

PROSECCO WIND LS 4516526
WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: XS-2XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 152g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

INSULATION

0°-12°C / 32°-53°F

INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

Prosecco mid-weight fabric to keep you dry with a bit of
insulation as well

All the moisture management of our Prosecco base layer plus
the added protection of a windproof front panel

Cut to fit under any Castelli jersey

Prosecco 1st Layer 100% polyester main fabric with Gore®
Windstopper® windproof membrane on front panel

Flat seams

Mid-height collar
Flat-finish bottom hem

PROSECCO R LS
SIZES: XS-2XL
WEIGHT: 148g (Large)
6°-18°C / 43°-64°F

010
BLACK

4518567 077
MIRAGE

03.BASE LAYERS

4518523 010
BLACK

PROSECCO WIND SS 4516527
WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: XS-2XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 127g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

INSULATION

5°-15°C / 41-59°F

INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

Prosecco mid-weight fabric to keep you dry with a bit of
insulation as well

All the moisture management of our Prosecco base layer plus
the added protection of a windproof front panel

Cut to fit under any Castelli jersey

Prosecco 1st Layer 100% polyester main fabric with Gore®
Windstopper® windproof membrane on front panel

Flat seams

Mid-height collar
Flat-finish bottom hem

EXTENDED USEFULNESS
The Prosecco base layers are our mid-weight option and are
made to wick moisture away from your body while adding a
moderate amount of insulation. This all-around base layer can
be used under a short-sleeve jersey to extend the comfort range
to those first cool fall days, or even under a full jacket for your
intense cold-weather training sessions.
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4518524 010
BLACK

4518568 077
MIRAGE

010
BLACK
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PRO ISSUE SS 4515537
SIZES: XS-2XL

WINDPROOFNESS

PRO MESH SHORT SLEEVE 4518014
PRO MESH SLEEVELESS 4518085

WEIGHT: 48g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

SIZES: XS-2XL

WINDPROOFNESS

INSULATION

WEIGHT: 46g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

BREATHABILITY

15°-30°C / 59°-86°F

INSULATION

15°-25°C / 59°-77°F

LIGHTWEIGHT

BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT

100% polyester 3D mesh fabric

PRO-LEVEL BASE
The pro cyclists we work with know the importance of the right
base layer for the conditions. The Pro Mesh is made for the widest range of conditions and is designed to keep you dry in cool
to mild temperatures. We’ll even put it under a Flanders Warm
base layer in the coldest conditions. We’ve given it a graphic
print so you can show off that you have something special when
you open your jersey zip.

Reduced seaming at shoulders for extra comfort

3D mesh fabric for excellent moisture management

Wider collar to fit under aero jerseys

Sublimated print graphic

Flat waist hem to lie flat in shorts

Waist hem stays flat under shorts

03.BASE LAYERS

001
WHITE

PRO ISSUE SLEEVELESS 4515538
SIZES: XS-2XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 44g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

15°-30°C / 59°-86°F

INSULATION
BREATHABILITY

034
ORANGE

008
GRAY

086
SKY BLUE

084
PRO GREEN

086
SKY BLUE

008
GRAY

034
ORANGE

084
PRO GREEN

LIGHTWEIGHT

100% polyester 3D mesh fabric
Reduced seaming for extra comfort
Wider collar to fit under aero jerseys
Flat waist hem to lie flat in shorts

001
WHITE
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CORE MESH 3 SS 4517027
SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 88g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

20°-30°C / 68°-86°F

INSULATION

T E M P E R AT U R E
AND
W E AT H E R

BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT

Magic Mesh 90% polyester, 10% Elastane wicking fabric
Minimalist lightweight construction
Reduced seams for maximum comfort

FLANDERS WARM
/ NECK WARMER
4518522

PROSECCO WIND
LS 4516526

PROSECCO R LS
4518524/4518568

PRO ISSUE SS
4515537

PRO MESH SHORT
SLEEVE 4518014

CORE MESH 3 SS
4517027

-8°-6°C
18°-43°F

0°-12°C
32°-53°F

6°-18°C
43°-64°F

15°-25°C
59°-77°F

15°-25°C
59°-77°F

20°-30°C
68°-86°F

-4°-10°C
25°-50°F

5°-15°C
41-59°F

10°-20°C
50°-68°F

15°-30°C
59°-86°F

15°-30°C
59°-86°F

20°-30°C
68°-86°F

FLANDERS WARM
LS 4514531

PROSECCO WIND
SS 4516527

PROSECCO R SS
4518523/4518567

PRO ISSUE
SLEEVELESS
4515538

PRO MESH
SLEEVELESS
4518085

CORE MESH 3
SLEEVELESS
4517028

CORE MESH 3 SLEEVELESS 4517028
SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 71g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

20°-30°C / 68°-86°F

INSULATION
BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT

Magic Mesh 90% polyester, 10% Elastane wicking fabric
Minimalist lightweight construction
Reduced seams for maximum comfort

001
WHITE
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001
WHITE

04.ACCESSORIES

A C C E S S O R I E S

116

117

8°-18°C / 46°-64°F

5°-16°C / 41°-61°F

DILUVIO C GLOVE
4517524

12°-18°C / 54°-65°F

CW. 6.0 CROSS GLOVE
4511539

10°-18°C /50°-64°F

CORRIDORE GLOVE
4516537

7°-15°C / 45°-59°F

LIGHTNESS GLOVE
4510529

6°-15°C / 42°-20°F

SCALDA PRO GLOVE
4518527

-5°-5°C / 23°-40°F

SCALDA ELITE GLOVE
4517523

BOA GLOVE
4516533

0°-8°C / 32°-46°F

ESTREMO GLOVE
4512539

4°-10°C / 39°-50°F

TEMPESTA 2 GLOVE
4517522

3°-12°C / 37°-54°F
SPETTACOLO RoS GLOVE
4518526

T E M P E R AT U R E
AND
W E AT H E R

RoS SHOECOVER
4518529

DILUVIO PRO
SHOECOVER
4518528
DILUVIO C
SHOECOVER 16
4517525
DILUVIO 2 ALLROAD SHOECOVER
4516538

04.ACCESSORIES

PIOGGIA 3
SHOECOVER
4516539
NARCISISTA 2
SHOECOVER
4516540
EVO SHOECOVER
4517526

TOE THINGY 2
4518093
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SPETTACOLO RoS GLOVE 4518526

BOA GLOVE 4516533

SIZES: XS-2XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: XS-2XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 99g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 128g (Pair)

WATERPROOFNESS

3°-12°C / 37°-54°F

INSULATION

4°-10°C / 39°-50°F

INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

A NECESSITY
IN THE NASTIEST
CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS
The idea for this glove came in the ridiculously

Rain or Shine product made to excel in both dry and wet
conditions

cold and rain-soaked 2014 Milan–San Remo.

Made with pro riders’ input for the worst conditions

Our pro riders had numb hands and couldn’t get

PrimaLoft® Gold insulation for warmth

Boa IP1 dial, lace and guides allow wrist to open wide for easy
on and off

YKK® water-repellent zipper for easy on and off

OutDry® technology completely seals out rain to keep you dry

or gloves. So we worked with Boa® to make a

Engineered silicone print for optimal grip

Fleece lining for warmth

glove that’s easier to open up and thus easier to

Water-repellent fabric for protection in wet conditions

Silicone pattern on palm for good handlebar grip

get on and off. We built it with OutDry® tech-

®

their gloves on or off to eat, or to change jackets

Touchscreen inserts at fingertip

nology for waterproofness and made it come
010
BLACK/RED

010
BLACK

high up the wrist so your sleeve can completely
cover it. The easy on/off is also handy when you
have to interrupt your ride for an urgent phone
call or text message.

The creation of this product started with a list of the things we
wanted to fix about winter gloves: we wanted to make a glove
that’s warm without being bulky, make it easy to get on and off,
make it mostly waterproof without having it suck in dry weather

TEMPESTA 2 GLOVE 4517522
SIZES: XS-2XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 128g (Pair)

WATERPROOFNESS

0°-8°C / 32°-46°F

INSULATION
BREATHABILITY

due to low breathability, and make it super comfortable. We in-

LIGHTWEIGHT

novated everything on this glove, starting with the base fabrics:

04.ACCESSORIES

O U R S P E C TA C U L A R G L O V E

we’ve used a stretch water-resistant windproof outer shell over
PrimaLoft® Gold insulation to make it warm, and an insanely soft

WEATHER CONDITIONS

inner liner that happens to slide easily over even a sweaty hand
for easy on/off. The wrist zipper allows the glove to open almost
completely for ingress/egress and also slims up the glove so it
doesn’t look like a ski glove, even though it’s good for moderately
cold temperatures.

Waterproof breathable internal membrane
Fleece liner for cold protection
Reflective panel for high visibility
Touchscreen inserts at fingertips

THE RIGHT MIX

Allover silicone grip pattern on palm
Microsuede thumb panel

010
BLACK

This is our best all-round cold-weather glove.
It’s completely waterproof and insulated, yet
we’ve kept the bulk down to a minimum so you
don’t feel like you’re wearing ski gloves. The
stretch wrist opening makes it easy to get on
and off, and the reflective details are useful in
the low light conditions of winter riding.

120
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ESTREMO GLOVE 4512539
SIZES: XS-2XL
WEIGHT: 165g (Large)
-5°-5°C / 23°-40°F

SCALDA PRO GLOVE 4518527

WINDPROOFNESS
WATERPROOFNESS
INSULATION

SIZES: XS-2XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 73g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

7°-15°C / 45°-59°F

INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

Our warmest cold-weather glove

Asymmetrical cuff with high-stretch neoprene insert for easy
on and off

Gore® Windstopper® X-Fast fabric on hand for total wind
protection

OUR WARMEST
C O L D - W E AT H E R
GLOVE

Fleece liner for cold protection
Embossed tone-on-tone scorpion logo on back
Silicone print on palm for a better grip
010
BLACK

Microsuede thumb panel

High-grip palm pads
Touchscreen inserts at fingertip
Reflective detail

Cuff with Velcro closure
Pre-curved construction

Gore® Windstopper® X-Fast fleece-backed fabric keeps wind
out and heat in

The Estremo Glove was designed for the coldest

231
RED/BLACK

conditions–ideal for low temperatures and bad
weather. Constructed from a windproof Gore®
Windstopper® X-Fast fabric combined with a
fleecy material on the palm, covered with silicone texture for a better grip and durability.
Proof that we take harsh winter riding seriously.
010
BLACK

SCALDA ELITE GLOVE 4517523
SIZES: XS-2XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 95g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

6°-15°C / 42°-20°F

INSULATION

THE COMFORT ZONE

THE GO-TO GLOVE

Much of our winter riding is in cool but not

Much of your fall riding is done in moderately cool temperatures

necessarily cold conditions. And the right glove

where a glove is certainly necessary, but you don’t yet need or

for this is absolutely vital. We created a slim-fit

want a big, bulky, heavily insulated glove. Those are the con-

glove that’s not too hot yet provides complete

ditions this glove is made for. Its Gore® Windstopper® outer

wind protection and is entirely fleece-backed

shell keeps the wind off, while the fleecy backing provides some

for warmth. The back of hand is extremely

warmth. But the overall construction is quite slim, so it’s a sleek

elastic, and the double Thermoflex cuff is very

glove that doesn’t overdo it. Perfect for your favorite fall riding

stretchy to make the glove easy to put on. The

conditions.

871
CERAMIC BLUE/BLACK

LIGHTWEIGHT
WEATHER CONDITIONS
High-visibility reflective transfer on back of hand
Windproof, water-resistant fabric with fleece inside for protection and warmth while riding
Touchscreen inserts at fingertips
Fleece-backed durable synthetic palm with all-over silicone grip
pattern
High-stretch cuff for easy on/off

010
BLACK

04.ACCESSORIES

BREATHABILITY

back of hand has a reflective film transfer for
maximum visibility.

023
RED
122
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LIGHTNESS GLOVE 4510529

CW. 6.0 CROSS GLOVE 4511539

SIZES: XS-2XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: XS-2XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 47g (Pair)

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 47g (Pair)

WATERPROOFNESS

10°-18°C /50°-64°F

INSULATION

8°-18°C / 46°-64°F

INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

Back in Thermoflex for stretchy warmth

Built specifically for cyclocross riding

Palm with great touch and durability

High breathability throughout, with vented finger inserts
Micro-perforated ClarinoTM palm with silicone print for grip
Embossed neoprene back of hand and cuff with Velcro closure
010
BLACK

321
BLACK/YELLOW FLUO

Microsuede thumb panel

WARM HANDS
IN COOL CONDITIONS

SURPRISING

Just a single layer of our Thermoflex fleece on the back of the

prised by how great it is. We end up reaching for this glove for

hand brings extra comfort to a wide range of conditions. You’ll

moderate conditions in the fall and spring, and for MTB rides

reach for the Lightness on those mild days when you could get

all summer long. It’s an essential addition to your glove drawer

by without gloves, and they will keep you warm enough in cooler

whether you race cyclocross or not.

We made this specifically for cyclocross, but even we were sur-

conditions when you think you need more significant protection.

CORRIDORE GLOVE 4516537

DILUVIO C GLOVE 4517524

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 68g (Pair)

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 99g (Pair)

WATERPROOFNESS

12°-18°C / 54°-65°F

INSULATION

5°-16°C / 41°-61°F

INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

Polyester blend for excellent fit and wicking

3mm neoprene insulation to keep your hands warm in wet
conditions

Soft knit that is warm and breathable

180
BLACK/LUNA GRAY

910
BLACK/RED

010
BLACK

186
BLACK/SKY BLUE

04.ACCESSORIES

And best of all, they’re small enough to pack along just in case.

Grip print on palm

Silicone printed palm for extra grip

Extended neoprene cuff to keep the wind and rain out
010
BLACK

023
RED

PRO FAVORITE

A WET SUIT
FOR YOUR HANDS

Our pro riders love the knit gloves because they provide enough
warmth but are extremely comfortable so you don’t even notice

We developed this glove based on gloves used for scuba diving

them. We’ve added silicone grip on the palm.

in cold water. Just like with a wet suit, your body heats up the
bit of moisture inside the glove and you stay warm. We gave grip
to the palm, adjusted the fit, and chose an extremely high-quality
023
RED
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032
YELLOW FLUO

neoprene that’s incredibly stretchy. It’s not enough for super-cold
rain days, but for moderate and rainy conditions it’s ideal.

032
YELLOW FLUO
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RoS SHOECOVER 4518529
SIZES: S-2XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 120g (Pair)

WATERPROOFNESS

0°-14°C / 32°-57°F

INSULATION
BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS
Rain or Shine product made to excel in both dry and wet
conditions
Contoured seams offer optimal fit around ankle
Internal gripper around cuff edge to seal out water
Water-resistant inner splash zone with engineered seams to
limit exposure to water
Reflective heel cap for maximum visibility
Textured grip pull at back heel for easy on

010
BLACK

R E A D Y T O C O M B AT
THE ELEMENTS
The Rain or Shine concept within the Castelli collection is a
designation for products that are designed to excel in dry weather yet provide significant water protection when you get caught
in the rain. This Rain or Shine shoecover is made with a stretch
water resistant and windproof breathable fabric with a fleece
04.ACCESSORIES

liner, cut high to the base of the calf muscle for warmth in dry
weather. For rainy conditions, we’ve moved critical seams toward the outside, where they’re less exposed. The zipper is also
moved to the side, and we’ve included a molded reflective heel
cup for visibility.
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PIOGGIA 3 SHOECOVER 4516539

DILUVIO C SHOECOVER 16 4517525

SIZES: S-2XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 108g (Pair)

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 146g (Pair)

WATERPROOFNESS

-2°-12°C / 28°-54°F

INSULATION

0°-12°C / 32°-54°F

INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

Silicone grip at inside top of cuff to seal water out

THE SHOE COVER
T H AT D O E S
EVERYTHING WELL

Wrap cuff construction to optimize fit

We call it the Pioggia shoe cover, and although

Waterproof insulated bootie for all cold and wet conditions
Waterproof PU-coated stretch fabric with fleece inside

Waterproof zipper
High-durability material under foot

010
BLACK

the name is Italian for “rain,” that doesn’t really capture the essence of this bootie. Sure,
it’s completely waterproof, with sealed seams,

3mm neoprene fabric will stand up to the wettest and coldest
winter riding conditions
Glued seams
Waterproof zipper with ankle protection flap
Reflective heel panel

010
BLACK

High-durability toe panel fabric
Easy-on pull tab

a waterproof zipper and a silicone-sealed
backed the PU-coated fabric with fleece to
make this bootie warm in the coldest conditions, while the high stretch also gives it a
close, comfortable and aero fit.

ALL-AROUND PERFORMER
The exceptional stretch of our high-quality 3mm neoprene fabric
makes this bootie comfortable for both wet and dry conditions.
It keeps the wind off while providing a good bit of insulation. If
you should get caught in wet conditions, the sealed seams and
waterproof zipper help keep the rain out.

DILUVIO PRO SHOECOVER 4518528

DILUVIO 2 ALL-ROAD SHOECOVER 4516538

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 202g (Pair)

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 170g (Pair)

WATERPROOFNESS

0°-14°C / 32°-57°F

INSULATION

3°-15°C / 38°-59°F

INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

A WARMER
DILUVIO BOOTIE

Seams are glued and stitched for added protection from the rain

The ”Pro” in the Diluvio Pro name indicates that

Water-resistant YKK® zipper at back
Reflective heel and side print for safety

032
YELLOW FLUO

023
RED

WEATHER CONDITIONS

4mm neoprene fabric will stand up to the wettest and coldest
winter riding conditions

Pro fit with added height to cover your 20cm socks

186
BLACK/SKY BLUE

010
BLACK

this product comes from a request from Team
Sky riders for an even warmer bootie for training in cold and wet conditions. We made the
neoprene 33% thicker and raised the height
to cover the lower leg up to just under the calf
muscle. The top edge is raw cut to help seal
against the skin to keep water out, the seams
are sealed like on a wet suit, and the fabric

3mm-thick neoprene
Glued seams
Reflective heel panel

ADDED FLEXIBILITY

High-durability panel under foot
Adjustable Velcro closure under foot adapts to wide range of
footwear
Heavy-duty rear zipper

010
BLACK

Thanks to the open construction under the foot,
this bootie can be used with road or MTB shoes
so you can cover all your cold-weather rides.
The seams are glued and we even finished the
top edge to help prevent water from coming into
the bootie. Reflective details on the back help
make this the do-it-all bootie.

remains very stretchy for great fit and ease in
pulling on. Reflectivity on the heel keeps you
visible in low-light conditions.

128

129

04.ACCESSORIES

top edge to keep water from entering. We’ve

NARCISISTA 2 SHOECOVER 4516540

TOE THINGY 2 4518093

SIZES: S-2XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: UNI

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 126g (Pair)

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 62g (Pair)

WATERPROOFNESS

0°-14°C / 32°-57°F

INSULATION

10°-18°C / 50°-64°F

INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

Ideal for cool to cold conditions, with excellent fit and splash
resistance

WIndproof Neoprene protection for your toes

®

High-stretch neoprene flex zone at ankle for flexibility
High-stretch neoprene heel panels for excellent fit
Reflective heel tab

Keep your feet warm without the hassle of a full
shoecover. These toecovers slip easily over the
front of your shoes and are held in place by the

Rugged, rubberized sole with openings for cleats

Gore Windstopper X-Fast fleece-backed fabric keeps wind
out and heat in
®

DESIGNED FOR
T H O S E S L I G H T LY
COOLER DAYS

cleats. The rugged underside of the toe will add

Red fabric on inside
Can be worn on its own or as a layer between your shoe and
shoecover

010
BLACK

grip and resist rips or tears thanks to a silicone
print. The toecover can be worn on its own or as

032
YELLOW FLUO

a layer between your shoe and shoecover.

High-durability material under foot
Waterproof zipper

231
RED/BLACK

010
BLACK

EVO SHOECOVER 4517526

BELGIAN BOOTIE 5 4517527

SIZES: S-2XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 1 07g (Pair)

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 45g (Pair)

WATERPROOFNESS

6°-12°C /42°-54°F

INSULATION

10°-20°C / 50°-68°F

INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

High-stretch neoprene flex zone at ankle for flexibility

Heavyweight polypropylene construction

Windproof, water resistant body fabric with fleece baker for
protection and warmth while riding

High cuff to cover top of sock
Front and rear cutouts for cleat and heel

High-durability fabric under foot
Reflective detail on zipper for visibility
Silicone gripper at cuff

04.ACCESSORIES

321
YELLOW FLUO/BLACK

032
YELLOW FLUO

231
BLACK/RED

READY FOR TRAINING DUTY
Warmth and fit are the focus of the Evo shoecover. The SoftShell
main fabric keeps splashes at bay, while the neoprene insert at
the ankle allows extra flexibility for fit. While not totally waterproof or as breathable as our Narcisista bootie, this one was
made to allow hours of riding with toasty feet.
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010
BLACK

023
RED

023
RED/BLACK

321
BLACK/YELLOW FLUO

101
WHITE/BLACK
131

INCENDIO 2 18 SOCK 4518531

GREGGE 15 SOCK 4517560

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

PrimaLoft® and wool for maximum warmth

Merino wool blend

Terry-cloth pad under forefoot for extra warmth

Full-length thicker footbed for extra warmth
15cm cuff

089
FOREST GRAY

010
BLACK

291
BLACK/GIRO PINK

FATTO 12 SOCK 4516576

WOOL TRANSITION 12 SOCK 4518533

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

Mixture of PrimaLoft® and polypropylene yarns to keep your feet
warm and dry

Merino wool and silk blend

361
BLACK/ORANGE FLUO

231
BLACK/RED

186
BLACK/SKY BLUE

558
DARK BLUE/GRAY

Medium weight for cool weather or tight-fitting cycling shoes

Terry-cloth construction for extra loft and warmth

12cm cuff

041
DARK INFINITY BLUE

321
BLACK/YELLOW FLUO

030
DARK GRAY

186
BLACK/SKY BLUE

DIVERSO 2 18 SOCK 4518532

VENTI SOCK 4513537

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

Merino wool blend

Merino Wool Blend

Our thickest, warmest construction

New 20cm cuff length

010
BLACK

04.ACCESSORIES

023
RED

18cm cuff

041
DARK INFINITY BLUE

132

023
RED

010
BLACK

123
BLACK/RED
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QUINDICI SOFT SOCK 4511542

NANO FLEX+ WARMERS

SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

MORE FLEX, MORE NANO

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 55g (Pair)

Our Nano Flex warmers have been in our collection for seven

WATERPROOFNESS

years, and we’ve finally found a way to improve them. We’ve
added an insert on the back in Nano Light fabric to help them

INSULATION
Merino wool blend

bend around your elbow or knee better while keeping all the

BREATHABILITY

Full-length protection

water protection. More comfort due to more flexibility, and in a

LIGHTWEIGHT

15cm cuff

slightly more compact package.

WEATHER CONDITIONS

010
BLACK

009
ANTHRACITE

Water-resistant thermal and breathable Nano Flex fabric
Nano Light insert on back for extra stretch, bringing better fit
and comfort
Double-sided silicone grippers to keep the warmers in place
Ankle zips (leg warmers)

ROSSOCORSA 6 SOCK 4517036
ROSSOCORSA 9 SOCK 4517035
ROSSOCORSA 13 SOCK 4517034
SIZES: SM/LX/2XL

Meryl® Skinlife yarns feature bacteriostatic silver ions
Mesh construction keeps foot cool
Compression cuff

NANO FLEX+ ARMWARMER 4516577

NANO FLEX+ LEGWARMER 4516578

NANO FLEX+ KNEEWARMER 4516579

SIZES: S-XL

SIZES: S-XL

SIZES: S-XL

010
BLACK

WEIGHT: 69g (Pair)

WEIGHT: 136g (Pair)

WEIGHT: 102g (Pair)

8°-18°C / 45°-70°F

8°-18°C / 45°-70°F

8°-18°C / 45°-70°F

010
BLACK

023
RED

010
BLACK

010
BLACK

010
BLACK

04.ACCESSORIES

001
WHITE

PRIMALOFT 13 SOCK 4515551
SIZES: SM/LX/2XL
WEIGHT: 49g (Pair)
-5°-15°C / 23°-59°F
PrimaLoft® synthetic insulation provides outstanding warmth
with excellent moisture management
20% silk for extra softness
Reinforced toe and heel areas
Terry knit for extra bulk and warmth

134

135

THERMOFLEX WARMERS

GETTING IT RIGHT

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: S-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

right. The fabric is extra warm and stretchy, the fit eliminates any

WEIGHT: 67g (Pair)

WATERPROOFNESS

extra fabric, the silicone gripper at the top prevents the warmers

8°-18°C / 45°-70°F

INSULATION

The Thermoflex warmers concentrate on getting everything just

WATERPROOFNESS
INSULATION

UPF 50+ LIGHT ARM SLEEVES 4516036

from falling down, and the cross-wrap cuff at the bottom gives a

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

touch of extra comfort.

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

Themoflex soft fleece fabric

Solare fabric keeps the chill off without causing overheating

Cross-wrap cuff at bottom

UPF 50+ protection

Leg warmer can be put on and taken off over shoes

Polyester based for excellent moisture management

Gripper elastic at top

Double-side silicone elastic at top for excellent grip

THERMOFLEX ARMWARMER 4517042

THERMOFLEX LEGWARMER 4517043

THERMOFLEX KNEEWARMER 4517044

SIZES: S-XL

SIZES: S-XL

SIZES: S-XL

WEIGHT: 67g (Pair)

WEIGHT: 121g (Pair)

WEIGHT: 94g (Pair)

8°-18°C / 45°-70°F

8°-18°C / 45°-70°F

8°-18°C / 45°-70°F

010
BLACK

001
WHITE

S U R P R I S I N G LY U S E F U L
We can officially only rate these warmers at UPF 50+, but in our
laboratory tests they actually blocked 99.8 percent of damaging
UV rays. We used a polyester base that is not only more effective
than nylon at blocking UV rays but is also much better at keeping
you dry, which means these arm sleeves are better in both cooler
and warmer conditions. We’ve kept the construction very clean
to eliminate seams that can rub, and we used our double-sided
silicone elastic to make sure they stay in place. They fold up
extremely small, so they’re great to stick in your pockets for your

010
BLACK

136

010
BLACK

04.ACCESSORIES

next big mountain day.
010
BLACK
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DIFESA 2 CAP 4517558

RoS CYCLING CAP 4518535

SIZES: UNI

TAGLIE: UNI

Gore® Windstopper® fabric for weather protection

Rain or Shine product made to excel in both dry and wet
conditions

Thermoflex earflap for warmth

Patented convertible front panel can close for wet conditions
and open for extra ventilation in warmer conditions

Reflective detailing on side and back panel

Pertex® Quantum base fabric with low air permeability to let
sweat escape, while the DWR coating keeps light rain at bay
Extra thin and lightweight to fit under your helmet
186
BLACK/SKY BLUE

010
BLACK

032
YELLOW FLUO

009
ANTHRACITE

034
ORANGE

OVER-ENGINEERED
SIMPLICITY

DIFESA THERMAL CAP 4518534
SIZES: UNI

We wanted to make a cycling cap that’s great in dry weather
yet can protect in case of rain. The trick is a patented system in
which the windproof, water-repellent front panel can fold back
for complete breathability or fold forward to protect. Better yet,

Thermoflex Core2 fabric on body of cap for warmth and optimal
wicking to move moisture away from your skin

you have three ways to wear it: with the protective panel folded
back, moderate breathability with the cap turned around back-

Wool-blend ear cover

ward, or full close. The Pertex® fabric is ridiculously thin to fit

Classic fit with vintage appeal

1

2

3

under the helmet, yet has enough air permeability to prevent you
from wetting out as you would under a non-breathable cap.

ESTREMO WS SKULLY 4515552

LW HEAD THINGY 4516575

SIZES: UNI

SIZES: UNI

04.ACCESSORIES

186
BLACK/SKY BLUE

010
BLACK/RED

WEIGHT: 43g
0°-12°C / 32°-54°F
Maximum warmth while allowing vapor to quickly escape

Thermoflex is warm, soft and stretchy

Gore® Windstopper® X-Fast blocks the wind

Flat-lock stitching

Warmer fabric for comfort and warmth

Raw-cut edge lies flat and doesn’t bunch under helmet

231
BLACK/RED

321
BLACK/YELLOW FLUO

023
RED/WHITE

086
SKY BLUE/ANTHRACITE

Covers the lower ears

010
BLACK

138

139

ARRIVO 3 THERMO SKULLY 4518536

VIVA THERMO SKULLY 4514550

SIZES: UNI

SIZES: UNI

0°-12°C / 32°-53°F

0°-12°C / 32°-53°F

Thermoflex is warm, soft and stretchy

Thermoflex is warm, soft and stretchy

Flat-lock stitching

Flat-lock stitching

Raw-cut edge lies flat and doesn’t bunch under helmet

Raw-cut edge lies flat and doesn’t bunch under helmet

085
LIGHT BLACK

023
RED

032
YELLOW FLUO

010
BLACK

001
WHITE

023
RED

032
YELLOW FLUO

010
BLACK

001
WHITE

023
RED

032
YELLOW FLUO

ARRIVO 3 THERMO HEADBAND 4518537
SIZES: UNI
5°-15°C / 41°-59°F

Thermoflex is warm, soft and stretchy
Raw-cut edge lies flat and doesn’t bunch under helmet

VIVA THERMO HEADBAND 4514551
SIZES: UNI
085
LIGHT BLACK

023
RED

032
YELLOW FLUO

5°-15°C / 41°-59°F

Thermoflex is warm, soft and stretchy
04.ACCESSORIES

Raw-cut edge lies flat and doesn’t bunch under helmet

ARRIVO 3 THERMO HEAD THINGY 4518538
SIZES: UNI

Thermoflex fleece fabric
Can be used as neck warmer, bandana or cap
Sublimation printed graphic

085
LIGHT BLACK

140

023
RED

032
YELLOW FLUO
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LIBERTÀ BEANIE 4517533

WS BALACLAVA 4511555

SIZES: UNI

SIZES: UNI

50% wool / 50% acrylic blend

Gore® Windstopper® X-Fast on front for wind protection
Warmer fleece fabric feels soft and wicks moisture
Feels comfortable under your helmet
The stretchy face opening gives you over-nose, over-mouth, or
under-chin coverage options

231
BLACK/RED

186
BLACK/SKY BLUE
010
BLACK

VISO FACE MASK 4512548
SIZES: UNI

230
RED/WHITE

Maximum warmth while allowing vapor to quickly escape
Gore® Windstopper®X-Fast blocks the wind
Warmer fabric for comfort and warmth
Covers the lower ears

RETRO 3 CAP 4517048
SIZES: UNI

010
BLACK
Brushed cotton twill fabric for a soft touch
04.ACCESSORIES

Elastic hem tape

CASTELLI WATER BOTTLE 4518124
SIZES: UNI
010
BLACK

109
50’S WASHED WHITE/ANTHRACITE

291
GIRO PINK/BLACK
New „Fly Team“ water bottle also used by Team Sky made by
Elite
Ultra-thin walls
Soft rubber nozzle is easy on the mouth and delivers fluid fast
Wide-mouth opening for easy filling and cleaning
Weights just 55g
550ML liquid capacity

041
DARK INIFINTY BLUE/WHITE

142

050
MOONLIGHT BLUE/ORANGE

500
BARELY BLUE/MOONLIGHT BLUE

001
WHITE
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THE
PERFECT
JACKET?

PERFETTO W LONG SLEEVE 4516542
SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 322g (Small)

WATERPROOFNESS

6°-15°C / 43°-59°F

INSULATION

This jacket was initially created as a long sleeve version of the
Gabba -- kind of a cold weather version of the Gabba. But we
kept hearing so many people refer to the long-sleeve version of
the Gabba as “perfect,” so we’ve renamed it the Perfetto Long
Sleeve. It’s a great piece in cool conditions with just a light base

BREATHABILITY

layer, or it goes to very cold conditions if you add an extra layer or

LIGHTWEIGHT

2 or 3. We’ve improved the water-repellent finish so it will keep
you drier without affecting breathability. We’ve refined the fit.

WEATHER CONDITIONS

We’ve laser cut the drain holes in the pockets. And we’ve totally
redone the splash flap on the back to make it lie flatter and fit

Fully aero, fully breathable and fully protected

better. The reflective logo back there keeps you visible.

Gore® Windstopper® X-Lite Plus fabric for lightweight total
wind protection with water-repellent finish
Nano Flex fabric insert under arms
Storm-flap construction with reflective logo at back protects
from wheel spray
Silicone gripper at waist prevents ride-up
Full-length YKK® Vislon® zipper with wind flap
3 rear pockets with laser-cut drain holes

085
LIGHT BLACK

146

027
ELECTRIC MAGENTA

05.WOMEN’S

068
DARK CELESTE

023
RED
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GABBA 2 W 4517086
SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 250g (Small)

WATERPROOFNESS

10°-18°C / 50-64°F

INSULATION
BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS
Fully aero, fully breathable and fully protected
Gore® Windstopper® X-Lite Plus fabric for lightweight total
wind protection with water-repellent finish
Nano Flex fabric insert under arms
Storm-flap construction with reflective logo at back protects
from wheel spray
Silicone gripper at waist prevents ride-up
Full-length YKK® Vislon® zipper with wind flap
3 rear pockets with laser-cut drain holes

027
ELECTRIC MAGENTA

With all the Gabba copies out there, it’s amazing how many pros
still buy the real Gabba. This is the second generation of the
garment that launched an entirely new category, what some
magazines are trying to call the “rain jersey” but the pros just
call the Gabba. We’ve slightly tweaked the fit and improved the
drop tail and pockets, but otherwise we’ve kept with the winning
formula of warmth, breathability and water repellency. The
Gabba is the centerpiece of the Perfetto family of foul-weather

YES, IT’S
THE REAL
GABBA
148

023
RED

068
DARK CELESTE

05.WOMEN’S

race equipment products.

085
LIGHT BLACK

149

PERFETTO LIGHT W 4518048
SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 225g (Small)

WATERPROOFNESS

10°-20°C / 50°-68°F

INSULATION
BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS
Gore® Windstopper® 150 fabric on front, sleeves and yoke for
lightweight wind protection
Nano Light Pro fabric on the back sheds water but allows
significant breathability
3 external rear pockets
Extended tail with reflective Castelli wordmark
YKK® Vislon® zipper for easy opening and closing

085
LIGHT BLACK

It was the pros who first asked for something that’s not as hot
as the Gabba but warmer than a Perfetto Vest. So we started
from the Gabba and made the back in Nano Light Pro fabric —
the same fabric as our Nano Flex tights but without the brushed
fleece inside. This gives the jacket a lot of breathability and
keeps you from overheating inside. We further lightened it up by
using a lighter weight of Windstopper® (a full 25% lighter than
the one used on the Gabba) on the front.
You may think that this is filling a very small niche. But just try it. It
can cover most of the conditions of the Gabba (except wet racing
and very cold), yet it handles warmer temperatures better. And the
fit is exceptional, which is one more reason you’ll keep reaching
for it. The consensus of our Castelli test crew is that this piece
doesn’t fully replace the Gabba or Perfetto Vest, but it’s another
05.WOMEN’S

arrow in your quiver that is ideally suited to cool temperatures,
especially when it’s dry or there’s a risk of light rain.

027
ELECTRIC MAGENTA

150

023
RED

068
DARK CELESTE
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PERFETTO W VEST 4518539
SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 176g (Small)

WATERPROOFNESS

14°-22°C / 57°-72°F

INSULATION
BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS
Gore® Windstopper® X-Lite Plus on front and shoulders provides
lightweight wind protection
Nano Flex Light fabric on back protects from wheel spray
Packable construction
Full-length YKK® Vislon® zipper with wind flap
2 rear pockets
Reflective trim on back for visibility

GABBA
PROTECTION
FRONT IN A
WIND VEST

085
LIGHT BLACK

The Perfetto name, meaning “perfect” in Italian, is very apt for
this vest. We’ve engineered every detail to make it just right. To
make sure it’s warm enough, we made the front a little bit thicker
and windproof, with highly breathable Gore® Windstopper®,
while the back is in stretchy free-breathing Nano Flex Light so
you’ll avoid overheating. But in case the weather warms up, we
made it compact enough to easily fit in half a jersey pocket. Both
the front and the back are highly water resistant so they’ll keep
you mostly dry if you get caught in a bit of rain. The reflective
piping increases safety, and with the close-to-body fit it’s the

027
ELECTRIC MAGENTA

152

023
RED

05.WOMEN’S

perfect temperature-range extension for your Aero Race Jersey.

068
DARK CELESTE

153

8°-15° / 46°-59°

0°-12° / 32°-54°

-4°-10° / 25°-50°

6°-15° / 43°-59°

8°-18° / 46°-64°

ALPHA RoS W
JACKET
4517535

ALPHA RoS W
LIGHT JACKET
4517539

ELEMENTO LITE W
JACKET
4518540

DINAMICA
JACKET
4518541

MORTIROLO 3 W
JACKET
4518542

MITICA W
JACKET
4518543

0°-12°C / 32°-54°F

5°-15°C / 41°-59°F

5°-12°C / 41°-53°F

5°-12°C / 41°-53°F

-4°-10°C /25°-50°F

NANO FLEX PRO 2 NANO FLEX DONNA
W BIBTIGHT
BIBTIGHT
4518547
4516554

SORPASSO 2 W
BIBTIGHT
4517541

CHIC
BIBTIGHT
4516551

MENO WIND W
BIBTIGHT
4515565

WINDPROOFNESS

WINDPROOFNESS

WINDPROOFNESS

WINDPROOFNESS

WINDPROOFNESS

WINDPROOFNESS

WINDPROOFNESS

WINDPROOFNESS

WINDPROOFNESS

WINDPROOFNESS

WINDPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

INSULATION

INSULATION

INSULATION

INSULATION

INSULATION

INSULATION

INSULATION

INSULATION

INSULATION

INSULATION

INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

SEAT PAD

SEAT PAD

SEAT PAD

SEAT PAD

SITZPOLSTER

P. 182

P. 184

P. 186

P. 188

P. 191

P. 157

154

P. 159

P. 160

P. 162

P. 163

P. 165
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0°-12°C / 32°-53°F
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ALPHA RoS W JACKET 4517535
SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 399g (Small)

WATERPROOFNESS

0°-12°C / 32°-53°F

INSULATION
BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS
Rain or Shine engineering provides insulation and breathability
for cold and dry rides, with effective waterproofing for wet rides
Gore® Windstopper® 150 fabric provides wind protection with
high breathability and effective rain protection
Seam sealing on shoulders, reduced seaming and double
stitching keep you mostly dry
Alpha construction separates wind/water protection layer from
insulating layer
Better ventilation and better moisture evaporation thanks to
separate insulating layer
Partially covered waterproof YKK® Vislon® zipper slides easily
and lies flat
Raw-edge waist lies flat and moves with you
851
LIGHT BLACK/BLACK

Raw-edge wrist cuffs lie flat for a perfect interface with gloves
Stretch fabrics with advanced patterning make for an excellent
close-to-body fit that still accommodates a wide range of body
types
Back ventilation
Castelli silicone text gripper at waist keeps jacket from riding
up
3 rear pockets with reflective laser-cut drain holes

068
DARK CELESTE/BLACK

156

089
FOREST GRAY/BLACK

027
ELECTRIC MAGENTA/BLACK

157
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Extra pocket with waterproof zip

ALPHA RoS W LIGHT JACKET 4517539
SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 340g (Small)

WATERPROOFNESS

8°-15° / 46°-59°

INSULATION
BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS
Lightweight double-layer jacket with significant rain protection
Gore® Windstopper® 150 front and sleeves
Nano Flex Xtra Dry back for the most significant nonmembrane
water protection available
ProSecco Strada inner liner with 2nd front zip
Waterproof YKK® Vislon® zipper
Articulated collar that fits better whether you’re standing or
riding
Side zippered pocket
3 rear pockets with reflective laser-cut drain holes
Raw-edge waist lies flat and moves with you
Advanced patterning makes for excellent close-to-body fit

027
ELECTRIC MAGENTA/BLACK

Castelli silicone text gripper at waist keeps jersey from riding
up

We call it a light jacket but the comfort range is surprising. It dips
well into temperatures where you might normally reach for a full
protection jacket, yet the surprising breathability makes it still
comfortable in temps when you may have worn arm warmers and
a vest in the past. And it keeps you dry.
RoS stands for Rain or Shine. It’s a label we give our most
advanced products that excel in both dry and wet conditions. For
dry conditions, you’re looking for comfort along with breathability
to prevent you from getting wet and chilled from the inside. But
help you stay warm by keeping the rain out and letting sweat
escape. The Alpha RoS W Light Jacket ticks both of those boxes.
Both the front and back materials represent a significant step
05.WOMEN’S

WIDE
COMFORT RANGE,
RAIN OR SHINE

with wet-weather clothing, you’re looking for protection that will

forward in rain protection. These fabrics are used with reduced
seaming, and seam sealing where necessary. We call this
“functional waterproofing” because while we don’t guarantee
that no drop will ever enter the jacket, we promise you that this
is our best effort to keep you warm and dry in the widest range

085
LIGHT BLACK/BLACK

030
DARK GRAY/BLACK

of conditions.
158
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UNBEARABLE
LIGHTNESS

ELEMENTO LITE W JACKET 4518540
SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 347g (Small)

WATERPROOFNESS

0°-12° / 32°-54°

INSULATION
BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS
3-layer insulated construction with engineered air permeability
gives our best combination of warmth, breathability and light
weight
Japanese-made air-permeable woven-textured nylon outer shell
with water-repellent finish
Polypropylene synthetic down insulation layer provides warmth
while allowing full breathability without any water absorption
Plissé stretch panels on sides, elbows and wrists allow for
close-to-body fit yet with full freedom of movement
3 rear pockets with reflective gusset at bottom
Inner waist closure allows you to block out drafts (closed) or
allow extra breathability (open)
041
DARK INFINITY BLUE

Inspired by our favorite puffy jackets, we’ve made the cycling
equivalent with a lot of warmth and minimal weight. But
while your traditional down jacket is ”down proof” to keep the
feathers from escaping and hence offers very low breathability,
our synthetic down allows us to make the textile layers air
permeable for excellent breathability. The construction is
much more similar to that of an insulated alpine shell, with an
insulation layer sandwiched between woven inner and outer
layers. Unlike with most mountain jackets, the woven shell isn’t
completely windproof, but instead we’ve left a small amount of
permeability. The small amount of air that gets into the jacket
picks up the moisture and evaporates it more efficiently than any
membrane fabric available. The middle layer is a puffy insulation
layer that we make in polypropylene partly because it’s insanely
light (specific gravity 0.6g) but also because it won’t pick up
moisture from either sweat or rain.
05.WOMEN’S

These limited-stretch fabrics require a new cut, so this one fits
slightly looser than your race jacket. If your winter goals are new
Strava PRs rather than winning races in the spring and summer,
you’re better served by the Alpha Light Jacket or a Perfetto. But if
your goals involve a real rather than virtual finish line, this jacket
will make your winter riding better.
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089
FOREST GRAY

010
BLACK
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DINAMICA JACKET 4518541

MORTIROLO 3 W JACKET 4518542

SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 318g (Small)

WATERPROOFNESS

INSULATION

6°-15° / 43°-59°

INSULATION

WEIGHT: 370g (Small)
-4°-10° / 25°-50°

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

Full Gore® Windstopper® X-Fast thermal protection

Engineered knit stretch panels on sides and shoulders

Reflective panels on front with reflective labels on back

Gore® Windstopper® X-Fast main body fabric

3 rear pockets

Warmer back allows heat and moisture to escape

YKK® Vislon® zipper for easy sliding

Continuous collar covers high on neck for warmth
Reflective panel below pockets for maximum visibility3 rear
pockets
YKK® Vislon® zipper

AEROBIC
C O L D - W E AT H E R R I D I N G

023
RED

M A X I M U M V E R S AT I L I T Y

033
LAPIS BLUE

The windproof front, sleeves and shoulders with fleece liner keep

This is the jacket we made for cold-weather riding. Not

this jacket warm, while the fully breathable back in our Warmer

necessarily for extreme cold when you’re in survival mode, but

brushed fleece lets the moisture escape. This jacket has an

when you want to be able to train hard without feeling weighed

exceptionally wide temperature range and will be an important

down or overheating. The all-over Gore® Windstopper® X-Fast

part of your fall/winter/spring wardrobe. Little design details like

keeps the wind out, while the fleece liner provides a high level

the continuous collar, the engineered knit mesh side panels and

of insulation. Reflectivity on the front and back keep you visible.

the reflective panels on the sleeves make sure you’ll stand out

027
ELECTRIC MAGENTA
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030
DARK GRAY

041
DARK INFINITY BLUE

023
RED
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when wearing this jacket.

085
LIGHT BLACK
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MITICA W JACKET 4518543
SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 273g (Small)

WATERPROOFNESS

8°-18° / 46°-64°

INSULATION
BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS
Mid-weight Gore® Windstopper® X-Mid fabric for cool fall days
Light weight with a close-to-body fit makes it feel like you’re
wearing a lighter jersey
Sublimation-printed upper chest panel for a touch of color
Asymmetric rear pocket construction with reflective tabs

091
BARBARESCO

WARMER
BY DRESSING
LIGHTER
Too often cyclists overdress in cool weather, which means we
get wet from sweat and feel even colder. This jacket goes the
other way. It’s deceptively light, but by blocking out the wind
and by letting moisture escape, it keeps you drier and more
comfortable. It’s even cut like a jersey: a little closer to the body;
a little shorter; simple, clean sleeve openings; and a high collar.

085
LIGHT BLACK
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089
FOREST GRAY

033
LAPIS BLUE
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You feel light and mobile yet stay warm.

068
DARK CELESTE
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W O M E N ’ S
P R O T E C T I O N
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IDRO W JACKET 4518049

EMERGENCY W JACKET 4517538

SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 149g (Small)

WATERPROOFNESS

INSULATION

6°-15°C / 43°-59°F

INSULATION

WEIGHT: 89g (Small)
6°-20°C / 43°-68°F

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

GORE-TEX® SHAKEDRY™ 2-layer waterproof breathable fabric

Deluge Light 2.5-layer waterproof fabric keeps rain off with
10,000mm water column

YKK® waterproof Vislon® zipper

Slight amount of stretch for excellent fit in riding position

Silicone elastic waistband

Folds into half a jersey pocket for emergency situations

Reflective Castelli wordmark

Innovative “gutters” drain water away from hands and off back

Fully taped seams for total waterproof construction

Waterproof zipper and seam sealing keep all water out

Packs up small to easily store in jersey pocket

010
BLACK

089
FOREST GRAY

U N B E L I E VA B LY
LIGHT

READY IN CASE
OF EMERGENCY

A jacket that weighs less than a jersey? Real GORE-TEX®, no

Just like the name says, we wanted to create the ideal simple

less? And it packs up to fit in half a jersey pocket? And it’s the

emergency rain jacket. We made it completely waterproof and

most breathable GORE-TEX® ever? Hard to believe, but it’s all

compact, and, as you’d expect from Castelli, we also gave it an

true. This jacket is a game changer. It’s fully waterproof, as you

amazing on-bike fit, yet it’s still roomy enough to fit over a Gabba.

expect from GORE-TEX®, but with its exceptional breathability

This jacket is an emergency piece, so we knew you wouldn’t

and packability you’ll find that it replaces all your other shell

want to break the bank with it, but the only real compromise

jackets. If your ride has the slightest chance of rain or a long

compared to our top-of-the-line offerings is in breathability. We

descent or the possibility of temperatures dropping, this jacket

didn’t make this for an all-day rain ride, but it’s just right for your

will automatically go in your pocket. You can confidently do

next emergency.

longer rides in conditions that you would have avoided with all
your old jackets. While you can get this fabric from other brands,

032
YELLOW FLUO
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you can’t get the Castelli fit, design and construction.

010
BLACK
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SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 77g (Small)

WATERPROOFNESS

15°-18°C / 50°-68°F

INSULATION
BREATHABILITY

SUPERLIGHT
PROTECTION

SUPERLEGGERA W JACKET 4517080

SUPERLEGGERA W VEST 4517081

Pertex® Quantum base fabric with low air permeability
to keep you dry
Stretch Torrent waterproof fabric insert on back
Extremely packable
YKK® Vislon® zipper
Front and rear reflectivity

Pertex® Quantum base fabric with low air permeability
to keep you dry
Mesh breathable panels on sides
Stretch Torrent waterproof fabric insert on back
Extremely packable
YKK® Vislon® zipper
Front and rear reflectivity

LIGHTWEIGHT
WEATHER CONDITIONS

009
ANTHRACITE

010
BLACK

001
WHITE

034
ORANGE

034
ORANGE

010
BLACK

001
WHITE

009
ANTHRACITE

We put a lot of thought and engineering into our highperformance Superleggera Shell Jacket and Vest. The main body
fabric is Japanese-made Pertex® Quantum, but we’ve made it
without the standard coating so that you get a very small amount
of air permeability that lets sweat escape, while the DWR
coating will keep light rain at bay. On the back we’ve used a
totally waterproof stretch panel that sheds wheel spray, and the
stretch allows for a great close-to-body fit. Best of all, the piece
takes up minimal space in a jersey pocket. The vest has mesh
panels for extra breathability while the jacket is fully closed for

170
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extra protection.
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W O M E N ’ S
J E R S E Y S

172

173

NELMEZZO RoS W JERSEY 4518544
SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 359g (Small)

WATERPROOFNESS

12°-20°C / 54°-68°F

INSULATION
BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS
New Nano Flex Xtra Dry low-air-permeability water-repellent
dual-face knit fabric
Warmer than a normal thermal jersey but more breathable than
a windproof jacket
Double-face fabric with polyester inside and nylon outside for
excellent moisture transfer
Easy-sliding YKK® Vislon® zipper
3 rear pockets plus covered key pocket
360° reflective detailing

010
BLACK
Our RoS Rain or Shine products are made to be your favorite
garments for dry weather, yet provide significant water
protection. We made this jersey with a double-layer fabric that
keeps more wind out than your traditional jersey, yet has no
membrane so still has some airflow to maximize breathability.
Hence the Nelmezzo name – Italian for ”in the middle.” The
tighter weave and new Nano Flex Xtra Dry make this all but
waterproof: you can wear it by itself on wet roads or in light
rain/mist, although in actual rain you will likely still reach for
a rain shell.

089
FOREST GRAY
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THE SPRING
AND FALL
DO–EVERYTHING
JERSEY

023
RED
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TRASPARENTE 3 W JERSEY FZ 4516544

SFIDA W JERSEY FZ 4517552

SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 279g (Small)

WATERPROOFNESS

INSULATION

12°-18°C / 53°-64°F

INSULATION

WEIGHT: 269g (Small)
9°-18°C / 48°-64°F

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

Gore® Windstopper® X-Lite stretch fabric on front is windproof
and splash resistant

Nido d’Ape 3D thermal fabric on main body and sleeves
Cross-wrap flat wrist openings

Warmer fabric on back for high breathability

YKK® Vislon® zipper with scorpion pull

Reflective viz strips for low-light visibility

Zen collar to protect neck from top of zipper

Full-length YKK® Vislon® zipper

3 rear pockets with perforated reflective band for extra visibility

Elastic gripper on waist to limit ride-up

091
BARBARESCO

033
LAPIS BLUE

A RUNAWAY SUCCESS

ADVANCED THERMAL FABRIC

With the women’s Trasparente full-zip long-sleeve jersey, you

We engineered a new 3D thermal fabric that provides extra

can count on having all the necessary coverage from the wind

warmth and comfort. This piece offers lots of layering options

and cold while still feeling sleek and elegant. We use the X-Lite

in your wardrobe: use it alone in mild conditions, layer it under

stretch Windstopper® fabric for the front panels and forearms

a vest in cool conditions, or put it under a jacket for your coldest

and over the tops of the shoulders. This specific placement

rides. The extra-high collar has our Zen construction to protect

makes the jersey effectively wind resistant without inhibiting

the neck, while the Vislon® zipper is the easiest-sliding zipper

your freedom of movement. And since X-Lite has more than

available.

10 times the breathability of other wind-protection fabrics, the
Trasparente works to keep your perspiration from building up and
cooling you off. While we call this product a jersey, you’ll find it
05.WOMEN’S

protects almost like a jacket in cool conditions but still feels light
and comfortable like a jersey.

033
LAPIS BLUE
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089
FOREST GRAY

085
LIGHT BLACK

101
WHITE/BLACK

910
ANTHRACITE/BLACK

068
DARK CELESTE
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SINERGIA JERSEY FZ 4518545

SCAMBIO JERSEY 4518546

SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 224g (Small)

WATERPROOFNESS

INSULATION

14°-20°C / 57°-68°F

INSULATION

WEIGHT: 235g (Small)
14°-20°C / 57°-68°F

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

Warmer fabric

Warmer fleece fabric for warmth with excellent moisture
management

Iridescent reflective inserts on front and back

YKK® Vislon® zipper

3 rear pockets

3 rear pockets

Lightweight YKK® Vislon® easy-sliding zipper

Rear reflective viz strips for low-light visibility

SIMPLE WITH A TWIST

FLOWER POWER

Most of us use long-sleeve jerseys for a few days in the spring

We’ve taken a fun graphic approach to a serious cycling garment.
068
DARK CELESTE

and fall, then extend their range with a vest in cooler weather,
then pull them back out for insulation duty under a jacket in

041
DARK INFINITY BLUE

Those cool fall days become some of the best riding of the year if
you’re dressed right. The Warmer fabric we use on this garment

extreme cold. So a thermal jersey shouldn’t be too bulky or

is lushly brushed on the inside for warmth yet remains highly

complicated, yet you don’t want boring. We built this with all

breathable. The tall collar features our assymetrical construction

the essential features like great fabric and fit, perfect pockets,

to protect your neck from the zip, while the sleeves are long

and our lightweight easy-sliding YKK® Vislon® zipper. When you

enough to cover your arms when stretched in the riding position.

do wear it on its own, the small inserts in the chest and above

We pair it with a vest for added usefulness in cool conditions.

the pockets give it an extra visual touch, and they happen to be

085
LIGHT BLACK
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023
RED

091
BARBARESCO

033
LAPIS BLUE

027
ELECTRIC MAGENTA

034
ORANGE

085
LIGHT BLACK

089
FOREST GRAY
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reflective should you extend your ride to evening.

030
DARK GRAY
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W O M E N ’ S
T I G H T S
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181

NANO FLEX PRO 2 W BIBTIGHT 4518547

NANO FLEX PRO 2 W OMLOOP 4518548

SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 333g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 210g (Large)

WATERPROOFNESS

0°-12°C / 32°-54°F

INSULATION

12°-20°C / 54°-68°F

INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

Nano Flex Xtra Dry fabric brings new, higher level of water
protection

Nano Flex Xtra Dry fabric brings new, higher level of water
protection

Double-face knit keeps you warmer because less wind comes in

Double-face knit keeps you warmer because less wind comes in

Reflective waterproof splash guards on inside of lower legs

Long leg reaches to just above knee

Double layer over backside protects from water coming off rear
wheel

Raw-cut edge at knee for comfort
Fewer seams to reduce chance of water coming in

Fewer seams to reduce chance of water coming in

Lie-flat bib construction

Lie-flat bib construction

Progetto X² Air Donna seat pad for long hours in the saddle

Progetto X² Air Donna seat pad for long hours in the saddle

Reflective screen-printed Castelli graphic on both legs

RAIN OR SHINE BIBTIGHT
Better in cold and dry and better in wet conditions, the new Nano
Flex Xtra Dry fabric makes this your most technical tight. The

WE CALL IT
THE COLD AND WET SHORT
010
BLACK

This is the piece designed for racing in the cold and/or wet. The

base fabric is a tighter-knit double-layer construction, and the

new Nano Flex Xtra Dry fabric keeps out more water than ever

water repellency treatment is improved to provide even more

and is warmer than ever thanks to the new double-face tightly

protection. We’re not quite there yet on our goal of bringing

knit construction. We’ve kept seams to a minimum for comfort

full waterproofness to a non-membrane fabric, but this is a

and to keep water out, and used a raw edge at the bottom of the

significant improvement in making your foul-weather riding

leg, cut just above the knee to add a bit of extra warmth.

much more comfortable. It will also be your go-to tight for dry

While this short is our best short for wet conditions, it’s also a

conditions, though. It’s a no compromise piece for all your cool-

great choice for dry and cold if you want to pair it with a knee

weather riding.

or leg warmer.

010
BLACK

But it’s not just about the fabric. This is a serious training tight,
so it gets our Progetto X² Air Donna seat pad. For total protection
in the high-splash area of the inner leg, we use a fully reflective
waterproof fabric that adds a high degree of nighttime safety
to this tight. The tight is constructed with the bare minimum of
seaming, which helps keep the rain out and also makes it more
comfortable. This is the best all-around tight that we know how

05.WOMEN’S

to make with today’s technology.
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S TAY WA R M A N D D RY

NANO FLEX DONNA BIBTIGHT 4516554
SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 347g (Small)

WATERPROOFNESS

5°-15°C / 41°-59°F

INSULATION

Everybody

is

enthusiastic

about

the

performance and efficiency of the famous Nano
Flex warmers. For winter it’s even better to
have full tights with this genius water-repellant

BREATHABILITY

technology. Bad weather doesn’t prevent
serious cyclists from riding outside. If you're

LIGHTWEIGHT

training in Belgium or in any other place with
kind of Flemish weather, the Nano Flex Donna

WEATHER CONDITIONS

bibtight becomes even more valuable. The bib
straps improve comfort and provide additional

New AirFlex Thermo fabric on front for maximum stretch with
total windproofness

protection to prevent cold spots. The tight can
completely protect from light rain or drizzle,

Back in Thermoflex Core2 for excellent moisture management
and warmth

but even when some water comes through

Mesh bib straps

in harder rain it's still the best protection I've

KISS Air pad for all-day comfort

found. Thanks to the fleece lining, this garment

Flat-lock seams

insulates very well and is also great on cool and

YKK® Camlock® ankle zippers with reflective tape for high
visibility

dry days.

010
BLACK

COME RAIN OR SHINE

NANO FLEX DONNA TIGHT 4515567
SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 220g (Small)

WATERPROOFNESS

6°-18°C / 43-64°F

INSULATION

We usually talk about the water-repellent
features of our Nano Flex fabric, but its
performance in dry conditions is equally
remarkable. This fabric has dry performance

BREATHABILITY

similar to that of our Thermoflex fleece tight

LIGHTWEIGHT

fabric, with the added ability to shed rain when
needed. You don’t compromise breathability,
only a bit of softness. So this tight is ideal for

WEATHER CONDITIONS

anyone riding in mixed conditions with a chance
of rain, but you’ll be completely comfortable
05.WOMEN’S

even if it doesn’t rain a drop.

010
BLACK
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SORPASSO 2 W BIBTIGHT 4517541

SORPASSO 2 W TIGHT 4517542

SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 267g (Small)

WATERPROOFNESS

INSULATION

5°-12°C / 41°-53°F

INSULATION

WEIGHT: 267g (Small)
5°-12°C / 41°-53°F

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

Thermoflex and Thermoflex Core2 fabric

Thermoflex and Thermoflex Core2 fabric

Lumbar support band improves fit and comfort

Progetto X² Air women’s-specific seat pad for maximum comfort

Progetto X² Air women’s-specific seat pad for maximum comfort

GIRO³ ankle grippers lie flat and seal around shoecover

GIRO³ ankle grippers lie flat and seal around shoecover

YKK® Camlock® ankle zippers with reflective tape for high
visibility

YKK Camlock ankle zippers with reflective tape for high
visibility
®

®

Compression lumbar support band comfortably keeps this tight
in place

THE MAGIC MIX
The magic of this tight comes from the remarkable fit and the wide
temperature range. The winning ingredient is our Thermoflex
Core2 fabric, which has a nylon outer layer and a hollow-core
polyester inner layer. This layer traps air for extra warmth while

101
BLACK/WHITE

the polyester/nylon mix actively works to move moisture to the

101
BLACK/WHITE

outside and keep you dry, so this tight is comfortable at both
colder and warmer temperatures than your traditional tights. The
Thermoflex Core2 fabric is quite compressive, so we mix it with
our standard Thermoflex, which has a higher modulus of stretch
for the perfect balance between stretch and compression. We’ve
added our lumbar compression band to help keep this tight firmly
in place around the waist. The ankle zips are YKK® Camlock® and
covered with reflective tape for night visibility. Now you’re ready

710
BLACK/REFLEX
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010
BLACK/BLACK

231
BLACK/RED

710
BLACK/REFLEX

010
BLACK/BLACK
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to put in those long base rides all winter long.

231
BLACK/RED
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CHIC BIBTIGHT 4516551
SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 270g (Small)

WATERPROOFNESS

5°-12°C / 41°-53°F

INSULATION

MADE
TO RIDE

BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT
WEATHER CONDITIONS
Thermoflex fleece-lined fabric for warmth
Soft-fit double-layer waistband
Articulated double-layer knee for extra warmth and extra
flexibility
KISS Air seat pad for all-day comfort
Camlock® ankle zipper with reflective strip

023
BLACK/RED

The Chic tight was designed to be your go-to tight for mild to
cool conditions. We use our soft, fleecy and warm Thermoflex
fabric with our famous KISS Air seat pad, covering the comfort.
The articulated knee, camlock ankle zips and soft-fit waistband

027
BLACK/ELECTRIC MAGENTA
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033
BLACK/LAPIS BLUE

009
BLACK/ANTHRACITE

068
BLACK/DARK CELESTE
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construction show that this tight is ready for serious riding.

101
BLACK/WHITE
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CHIC TIGHT 4516552

MENO WIND W BIBTIGHT 4515565

SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 259g (Small)

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 228g (Small)

WATERPROOFNESS

5°-12°C / 41°-53°F

INSULATION

-4°-10°C / 25°-50°F

INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

Thermoflex fleece-lined fabric for warmth
Soft-fit double-layer waistband

023
BLACK/RED

027
BLACK/ELECTRIC MAGENTA

033
BLACK/LAPIS BLUE

AirFlex Thermo fabric on front for maximum stretch with total
windproofness
Back in Thermoflex Core2 for excellent moisture management
and warmth

Articulated double-layer knee for extra warmth and extra
flexibility

Mesh bib straps

KISS Air seat pad for all-day comfort

KISS Air pad for all-day comfort

Camlock ankle zipper with reflective strip
®

Flat-lock seams
YKK® Camlock® ankle zippers with reflective tape for high
visibility

009
BLACK/ANTHRACITE

068
BLACK/DARK CELESTE

101
BLACK/WHITE

PERFECTION SIMPLIFIED

010
BLACK

The Meno products offer minimalist design that concentrates

CHIC KNICKER 4516553
SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 239g (Small)

WATERPROOFNESS

12°-18°C / 54°-64°F

INSULATION

on function. This wind-protecting bibtight is singularly focused
on keeping you warm and comfortable in cold conditions. Our
AirFlex Thermo fabric is the stretchiest windproof fabric we’ve
ever made and allows us to make this tight fit great.

BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT

MENO WIND W TIGHT 4515566
WEATHER CONDITIONS
023
BLACK/RED

027
BLACK/ELECTRIC MAGENTA

033
BLACK/LAPIS BLUE

SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 184g (Small)

WATERPROOFNESS

-4°-10°C / 25°-50°F

INSULATION
BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT

AirFlex Thermo fabric on front for maximum stretch with total
windproofness

05.WOMEN’S

Back in Thermoflex Core2 for excellent moisture management
and warmth
KISS Air pad for all-day comfort
Flat-lock seams
009
BLACK/ANTHRACITE
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068
BLACK/DARK CELESTE

101
BLACK/WHITE

YKK® Camlock® ankle zippers with reflective tape for high
visibility

010
BLACK

191

FREE AERO W BIBSHORT 4515044
SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 149g (Small)

WATERPROOFNESS

15°-35°C / 59°-95°F

INSULATION
BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS
Vortex dimpled fabric on legs for aero performance
Forza fabric on inner legs with 38% Lycra® content for perfect fit
Carré engineered lie-flat bib strap construction for minimal
coverage, maximum comfort
GIRO Air mesh-like leg gripper elastic for better grip distributed
over larger area
Flat-lock stitching
Reflective detailing on back
Women’s-specific Progetto X² Air Donna seat pad
for even greater comfort
110
BLACK/BLACK

VELOCISSIMA BIBSHORT 4515046
VELOCISSIMA SHORT 4515047

VISTA BIBSHORT 4518033
VISTA SHORT 4518034

SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 162g (Small)

WATERPROOFNESS

INSULATION

15°-35°C / 59°-95°F

INSULATION

15°-35°C / 59°-95°F

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

Endurance Evolution fabric provides optimum muscle support
and feels dryer in nearly all conditions

New Pro Dry Soft 2-layer fabric provides exceptional moisture
management

Newly engineered bib-strap construction is comfortable on a
wide range of body shapes

6-panel construction for anatomic fit
Mesh bib straps or dual-layer cross-wrap comfort waistband

KISS Air women’s-specific seat pad for proven comfort

KISS Air seat pad for all-day comfort

Flat-form waist construction front and back

Cross-wrap leg elastic with silicone strip keeps leg in place

GIRO³ lie-flat leg grippers

Reflective tape on back of leg

010
BLACK

192

010
BLACK

010
BLACK
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WEIGHT: 158g (Small)

010
BLACK

193

FLANDERS W WARM LS 4514568
SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 103g (Small)

WATERPROOFNESS

-4°-10°C / 25°-50°F

INSULATION

ROSSO CORSA BRA 4518550
SIZES: XS-XL
WEIGHT: 38g (Small)

BREATHABILITY

Superlight stretch fabric perfect for cycling

LIGHTWEIGHT

Mesh inserts for extreme breathability keep you cool and dry
Back hook-and-eye closure with 3-position regulation for easy
on and off

SottoZero Fleece multi-denier 100% polyester fabric

Molded cups with full coverage

Flat-lock stitching

Medium support thanks to contoured seams and underbust
elastic for enhanced fit and support

Mesh armpit insert
Flat hem tucks away in tights

B L U S T E RY W E AT H E R ?
NO PROBLEM

010
BLACK

001
WHITE

IT’S JUST FOR CYCLING
We wanted to make a bra for the unique demands of cycling.

This product was made for the conditions of Flanders in February.

Compared to other sports there’s less impact but requires a

008
GREY

Or basically any month between September and May. High-loft

higher level of moisture management. We’ve engineered in just

fleece on the inside provides warmth to spare, and you’ll love the

the right amount of support - you’d certainly never go running in

softness on your skin with the excellent moisture management

this bra but it’s just right for cycling.

of this 100% multi-denier fabric. It’s stretchy for a perfect fit, and
the flat-lock seams add an extra touch of quality.

PROSECCO R W LS 4518565
PROSECCO R W SS 4518566

PRO ISSUE W SLEEVELESS 4517075
PRO ISSUE W SHORT SLEEVE 4518088

SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 124g (Small)

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 38g (Small)

WATERPROOFNESS

6°-18°C / 43°-64°F

INSULATION

15°-25°C / 59°-77°F

INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

Prosecco mid-weight fabric to keep you dry with a bit of
insulation as well

Ideal for cool conditions when you need an extra layer under
your jersey

Cut to fit under any Castelli jersey

100% polyester 3D mesh fabric

Flat seams

Reduced seaming at shoulders for extra comfort
Double layer construction at neck

DRY IS GOOD
EXTENDED USEFULNESS
This is the piece our pros requested for those inbetween
made to wick moisture away from your body while adding a
moderate amount of insulation. This all-around base layer can

989
MULTICOLOR

989
MULTICOLOR

conditions where the Prosecco R is too warm and the Pro Mesh
is too cool, like Spain in February or Belgium in April. You’re not
looking for warmth from your base layer, just something to move

be used under a short-sleeve jersey to extend the comfort range

the moisture away from your body and help your race jersey

to those first cool fall days, or even under a full jacket for your

perform. Our 3D mesh fabric creates dead air space next to your

intense cold-weather training sessions.

skin, while the polyester capillary action moves sweat away.
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001
WHITE
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The Prosecco base layers are our mid-weight option and are
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TEMPO W GLOVE 4517544

TEMPO W SHOECOVER 4517545

SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: S-L

WINDPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 71g (Pair)

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 99g (Pair)

WATERPROOFNESS

2°-12°C / 35°-53°F

INSULATION

0°-14°C / 32°-57°F

INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

Gore® Windstopper® fabric for wind protection

Gore® Windstopper® fleece-backed fabric keeps wind out and
heat in

Microsuede thumb panel

High-stretch neoprene flex zone at ankle for flexibility

Fleece liner and thermal insulation for warmth

High-stretch neoprene heel panel for excellent fit

Touchscreen inserts at fingertips

Reflective heel panel

Durable water-resistant synthetic leather palm with silicone
grip pattern

Waterproof zipper

Reflective detail

010
BLACK

High-durability fabric under foot
010
BLACK

WARMTH AND COMFORT
WITHOUT BULK

It’s tough to make a cycling glove extremely warm without it

You don’t feel any seams from the inside, while that insulation

turning into a bulky ski glove. We managed that with the Tem-

layer contributes to the feeling of softness as it increases warmth.

po W glove by using a thin Gore® Windstopper® shell, adding

The glove is splash proof thanks to the water-repellent shell and

a synthetic insulation layer and then adding a full fleece liner.

palm, although we don’t recommend it as a waterproof glove.

T R E AT Y O U R F E E T R I G H T
Warm, splash resistant, comfortable and breathable. It’s exactly
what you want in a bootie. We’ve used our fleece-lined Gore®

101
BLACK/WHITE

Windstopper® X-Fast for warmth and breathability and added
a neoprene insert over the ankle to make it more stretchy for

SCALDA PRO W GLOVE 4518552

better fit. This exceptionally warm bootie is ideal for cold and

SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

rain showers.

WEIGHT: 58g (Pair)

WATERPROOFNESS

7°-15°C / 45°-59°F

INSULATION

dry conditions, though it will hold up to some wet roads or brief

BREATHABILITY
LIGHTWEIGHT
WEATHER CONDITIONS

THE GO-TO GLOVE

Asymmetrical cuff with high-stretch neoprene insert for easy
on and off
Gore® Windstopper® X-Fast fleece-backed fabric keeps wind
out and heat in

Much of your fall riding is done in moderately cool temperatures
where a glove is certainly necessary, but you don’t yet need or

High-grip palm pads
Touchscreen inserts at fingertip
Reflective detail

want a big, bulky, heavily insulated glove. Those are the conditions
271
ELECTRIC MAGENTA/BLACK

this glove is made for. Its Gore® Windstopper® outer shell keeps
the wind off, while the fleecy backing provides some warmth. But
the overall construction is quite slim, so it’s a sleek glove that

010
BLACK
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doesn’t overdo it. Perfect for your favorite fall riding conditions.

231
RED/BLACK
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VIVA DONNA SKULLY 4513563

SIZES: S/M, L/X

SIZES: UNI

Merino wool blend

Thermoflex is warm, soft and stretchy

Thick terry construction under foot for added warmth

Raw-cut edge lies flat and doesn’t bunch under helmet

13cm cuff

Opening at back for ponytail

033
LAPIS BLUE

910
ANTHRACITE/BLACK

101
WHITE/BLACK

SCAMBIO 13 SOCK 4518553

VIVA DONNA HEADBAND 4513564

SIZES: S/M, L/X

SIZES: UNI

Merino wool blend

Thermoflex is warm, soft and stretchy

Terry-knit construction for additional warmth

Raw-cut edge lies flat and doesn’t bunch under helmet

13cm cuff

Opening at back for ponytail

101
BLACK/WHITE

041
DARK INFINITY BLUE

027
ELECTRIC MAGENTA

SINERGIA 18 SOCK 4518570

HEAD W THINGY 4514573

SIZES: S/M, L/X

SIZES: UNI

Wool/silk blend for softness and warmth

Cozy, stretchy and moisture-wicking Softlex fabric

18cm height for the coldest rides

Multiple configurations give you a protective layer option

010
BLACK
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MELANGE GRAY

068
DARK CELESTE

989
MULTICOLOR

010
BLACK
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ELECTRIC MAGENTA

023
RED
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MULTICOLOR
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027
ELECTRIC MAGENTA

023
RED
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MULTICOLOR

910
ANTHRACITE
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SFIDA 13 SOCK 4517546
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MECCANICO 2 PUFFY JACKET 4518557

RACE DAY POLO 4513096

SIZES: XS-3XL

SIZES: XS-3XL

100g PrimaLoft® Silver insulation

We’ve updated this piece

DWR outer finish

for colder conditions, adding

Full-length front zipper

PrimaLoft® insulation for more

Zippered pockets

warmth without weight. Draw

Adjustable draw cord at hood and waist

cord at waist traps heat and

95% cotton / 5% elastane fabric, 220 g/m2
2-button center-front placket
Rib-knit collar
Woven scorpion patch and embroidered Castelli logos
010
BLACK

prevents drafts. Tone-on-tone
Castelli wordmark on chest
adds understated branding.

001
WHITE

006
MELANGE GRAY

085
LIGHT BLACK

MILANO TRACK JACKET 4518558

ARMANDO T-SHIRT 4516065

SIZES: XS-3XL

SIZES: XS-3XL

Cotton/polyester blend, fleeced back fabric

Ultra soft cotton polyetser blend

Rib-knit cuffs, collar and waistband with inner stripe detail

Screen-print graphic

Lightweight jacket for indoor and outdoor wear
Woven scorpion patch with embroidered Castelli logos
2 side pockets with zippers
095
MELANGE BLUE

010
BLACK

MILANO FULL ZIP FLEECE 4518559

STELVIO T-SHIRT 4518126

SIZES: XS-3XL

SIZES: XS-3XL

Polyester/wool double-knit fleece back fabric

Super cozy wool-blend fleece

60% cotton / 40% polyester 150g/m2

Lined hood and pockets

hoodie with generous lined

Treated cotton for improved moisture management

Full-length front zipper with custom Castelli pull

hood and pockets. Iconic

Screen-printed graphic

Reflective trim

Castelli heritage branding.

Contrast neck tape

094
MELANGE LIGHT GRAY

099
VINTAGE BLACK

Cuffed sleeves and waist

085
MELANGE LIGHT BACK
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006
MELANGE GRAY

059
DRIVE BLUE

094
MELANGE LIGHT GRAY

089
FOREST GRAY
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CLASSIC T-SHIRT 4518127

CLASSIC W T-SHIRT 4518128

SIZES: XS-3XL

SIZES: XS-XL

60% cotton / 40% polyester 150g/m2

Ultra soft cotton/polyester blend

Treated cotton for improved moisture management

Screen-printed graphic

Screen-printed graphic

Contrast neck tape

Contrast neck tape
023
RED

059
DRIVE BLUE

089
FOREST GRAY

094
MELANGE LIGHT GRAY

099
VINTAGE BLACK

006
MELANGE GRAY

023
RED

095
MELANGE BLUE

LIBERO SHORT 4513100
SIZES: XS-3XL

Stretch nylon/spandex woven fabric
Elegant overstitch and hidden-seam construction
Two side pockets
Embossed tone-on-tone Castelli wordmark at top of back
Scorpion on leg
010
BLACK

CORSO PANT 4513101
SIZES: XS-3XL

Pure Italian styling to keep you looking good even when off the
bike
Stretch nylon/spandex woven fabric
Two side pockets
Fitted cut for athletic look
Elegant overstitch and hidden-seam construction
010
BLACK
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SIZE CHARTS
At Castelli, we obsessively test and refine to give you the
best fitting, highest performance cycling apparel.

1
4

3

3
2

2

1 On the bike, your Castelli jersey should fit close to the skin.

5

2 Off the bike, your Castelli jersey might feel tight across the chest and a little short in
front.
3 Castelli ProSecco treatment helps perspiration evaporate quickly to keep you cooler
and drier.
4 Castelli jerseys are designed with the sleeves articulated forward for maximum
aerodynamic performance.
5 Bibshorts should fit tightly enough to support critical leg muscles through compression
without inhibiting movement and constricting blood flow.

MEN (UNISEX)
CHEST
WAIST
HIPS
INSEAM

S
92 cm
80 cm
94 cm
82 cm

WOMEN
M
96 cm
84 cm
98 cm
83 cm

L
100 cm
88 cm
102 cm
84 cm

XL
105 cm
93 cm
107 cm
85 cm

2XL
110 cm
98 cm
112 cm
86 cm

3XL
115 cm
103 cm
117 cm
87 cm

SOCKS - Euro Shoe size
MEN’S SHOE SIZE
WOMEN’S SHOE SIZE

S/M
36-39
35-38

L/XL
40-43
39-41

2XL
44-47

S/M
36-40

L/XL
40-44

2XL
44-48
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S
84 cm
68 cm
92 cm
76 cm

M
89 cm
73 cm
97 cm
77 cm

L
94 cm
78 cm
102 cm
78 cm

XL
99 cm
83 cm
107 cm
79 cm

XS
MEN
WOMEN

S
36-39
35-37

M
40-42
37-39

L
43-44
39-42

XL
45-46

2XL
46-48

GLOVES MEN
CIRCUMFERENCE

XS
< 18,4 cm

S
18,4 - 20,3 cm

M
20,3 - 22,2 cm

L
22,2 - 24,1 cm

XL
24,1 - 26 cm

XS
< 16,6 cm

S
16,6 - 18,4 cm

M
18,4 - 20,2 cm

L
20,2 - 22 cm

XL
22 cm

2XL
> 26 cm

GLOVES WOMEN

WARMERS
SIZE
S (WOMAN)
S (MAN)
M
L
XL

XS
79 cm
63 cm
87 cm
75 cm

SHOE-COVERS - Euro Shoe size

SHOE-COVERS - Diluvio, Belgian Bootie
UNISEX

CHEST
WAIST
HIPS
INSEAM

SHORT/JERSEY
XS-S
S-M
S-M
L-XL
2XL-3XL

WEIGHT
45-60 KG
45-60 KG
60-70 KG
70-80 KG
>80 KG

CIRCUMFERENCE
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CASTELLI DISTRIBUTION

The Progetto X Air seat pad is used with its ventilated skin-care layer to keep you cool. Its
two-layer design and multi-density padding ensures excellent comfort no matter how long your
epic ride is.
²

1. SKIN CARE LAYER
A four-way stretch, microdenier, seamless, bacteriostatic layer made to adapt to the shape of
your body and saddle without any folds in the fabric. Air flows right into the surface fabric to
aid evaporation.
2. SEAMLESS INTEGRATED
TECHNOLOGY CUSHIONING LAYER
Multi-density foam with infinitely variable thickness. The thickness of the pad is engineered to
place the padding where you need it most for maximum comfort.

3. VISCOUS COMFORT INSERTS
Perforated viscous padding is added under the highly sensitive ishial and perineum pressure
areas.

The New improved KISS Air seat pad aims to incorporate as many of the features and comfort
as our top-of-the-line Progetto X² Air seat pad but at a more affordable price.

1. SEAMLESS SKIN CARE LAYER
A super soft, brushed microfiber top that maximizes comfort and fit. Seamlessly engineered to
eliminate chafing and abrasion. Flexible to move with you. Bacteriostatic treatment to avoid
saddle sores and infection.
2. DUAL DENSITY, INFINITELY VARIABLE THICKNESS
Dual density and infinitely variable thickness gives you the perfect cushioning for every part of
the pad. Maximum thickness and density in the ischial zone, tapering to moderate thickness in
the perineum, and minimum thickness at the perimeter.

HEAD OFFICE

USA OFFICE

GERMANY/AUSTRIA

CANADA

MANIFATTURA VALCISMON S.P.A.
VIA G. MARCONI 81-83
I-32030 FONZASO (BL)
ITALY

INFUGA
1040 NE 44TH AVE , SUITE 1
PORTLAND, OR 97213
USA

MVC SPORT VERTRIEBS GMBH
ING.-ANTON-KATHREIN-STRASSE 10
83101 ROHRDORF - THANSAU
GERMANY

MV CANADA INC
101, RUE DU MOULIN, BUREAU 206
MAGOG, QC
CANADA

TEL: +39 0439 5711 / FAX: +39 0439 56 436
E-MAIL: INFO@CASTELLI-CYCLING.COM
SITE: WWW.CASTELLI-CYCLING.COM

TEL: +1 503 222 3500 / FAX: +1 503 961 8577
E-MAIL: INFO@CASTELLI-US.COM
SITE: WWW.CASTELLI-CYCLING.COM

TEL: +49 (0) 8031 2360803
E-MAIL: VERTRIEB@MVC46.EU

TEL: +1 514.405.5359
E-MAIL: MVCANADA_SERVICE@MVC46.EU

AUSTRALIA

DE GRANDI CYCLE & SPORT PTY LTD
TEL.: +61 3 5221 5099
E-MAIL: INFO@CASTELLIAUSTRALIA.COM.AU
SITE: WWW.DEGRANDI.COM.AU

INDONESIA

PRO-BICYCLE
TEL: +6221 7663029 / +6221 7663026
E-MAIL: INFO@PRO-BICYCLE.COM
SITE: WWW.PRO-BICYCLE.COM

POLAND

VELO SP. Z O.O. UL.
PSZCZY SKA 305, 44-100 GLIWICE (PL)
E-MAIL: OFFICE@VELO.COM.PL
SITE: WWW. VELO.PL

BELGIUM

WOLVENBERG N.V.
TEL: +32 (0)3 458 71 71 / FAX: +32 (0)3 458 71 72
E-MAIL: INFO@WOLVENBERG.COM
SITE: WWW.WOLVENBERG.COM

INDIA

REALM INC.
303 SURAT SADAN - SURAT STREET,
MASJID BUNDER (E) MUMBAI - 400 009
TEL: +91 (022) 2348 4503

ROMENIA

MOS ION ROATA SRL
TEL: +40 21 210 4032
E-MAIL: ROXANA@MOSIONROATA.RO
SITE: WWW.MOSIONROATA.RO

BRAZIL

CICLO LEIRIENSE
TEL: +55 (11) 2824-3333
E-MAIL: PASS@CICLOLEIRIENSE.COM.BR
SITE: WWW.CICLOLEIRIENSE.COM.BR

IRAN

PLUS BIKES LTD.
TEL: +9821 55375284 / FAX: +9821 55390787
EMAIL: INFO@PLUS-BIKES.COM
SITE: WWW.PLUS-BIKES.COM

RUSSIA

TRASSA PLUS LLC
TEL: +7( 499) 258 09 19
E-MAIL: TRASSA@TRASSA.RU
WWW.TRASSA.RU

CHILE

BECERRA Y GILARDONI LTDA
TEL: 0056/27245555
E-MAIL: EBECERRA@BOGGI.CL
SITE: WWW. EUROBIKE.CL

ISRAEL

ISRAVELO LTD.
TEL: +972 54 533 0046
EMAIL: LENNY@ISRAVELO.COM
SITE: WWW.ISRAVELO.COM

SLOVAKIA

SK PROFI BIKE S.R.O.
TEL: +421 48 415 1001 / FAX: +421 48 415 1021
E-MAIL: INFO@SKPROFIBIKE.SK
SITE: WWW.SKPROFIBIKE.SK

CHINA /
HONG KONG

IRON ORE CO., LTD.
TEL: +852-3576 3839 / FAX: +852-3576 3837
E-MAIL: INFO@IRONORECHINA.COM
SITE: WWW.IRONORECHINA.COM

JAPAN

INTERMAX CO., LTD.
TEL: +81-55-261-0220 / FAX: + 81-55-261-0221
E-MAIL: INFO@INTERMAX.CO.JP
SITE: WWW.INTERMAX.CO.JP

SLOVENIA

FACTORY STORE
TEL: +386 (0) 3710 3686 / FAX: +386(0)37101261
E-MAIL: INFO@FACTORYSTORE.SI
SITE: WWW.FACTORYSTORE.SI

CHINA

G.R. BIKE (SHANGHAI) TRADING CO., LTD.
TEL: +86 21 50530126
E-MAIL: INFO@RIVA.COM.CN
SITE: WWW.GRBIKE.COM.CN

KOREA

VERY GOOD LEISURE CO LTD
TEL: +82 2 3014 4076 / FAX: +82 2 3448 5481
E-MAIL: PARKCS0507@CELLOSPORTS.COM
SITE: WWW.CELLOSPORTS.COM

SOUTH AFRICA

ROUBAIX CYCLE TRADERS
TEL: +27 71 225 6958
E-MAIL: INFO@ROUBAIXWORLD.CO.ZA
SITE: WWW.ROUBAIXWORLD.CO.ZA

COLOMBIA

PROBIKE SAS
CRA 23 # 166-11
TEL: +57.1.8966363
SITE: WWW.BIKEXPERTS.COM

LUXEMBOURG

WOLVENBERG N.V.
TEL: +32 (0)3 458 71 71 / FAX: +32 (0)3 458 71 72
E-MAIL: INFO@WOLVENBERG.COM
SITE: WWW.WOLVENBERG.COM

SPAIN / PORTUGAL

CDC SPORT
TEL: +34 96 3134559 / FAX: +34 96 3134303
E-MAIL: INFO@CDC-BIKE.COM
SITE: WWW.CDC-BIKE.COM

CZECH REPUBLIC

VIVA LANSKROUN
TEL: +420 465 323 695 / FAX: +420 465 323 695
E-MAIL: CASTELLI@CASTELLI.CZ
SITE: WWW.ETAPE.CZ

LEBANON

SPORTS LIFE GROUP
TEL: (961) 1 256437
E-MAIL: INFO@SPORTSLIFEGROUP.COM
SITE: WWW.SPORTSLIFEGROUP.COM

SWEDEN

INTERPLAZA
TEL: +47 2150 5155/50 / FAX: +47 2150 5151
E-MAIL: POST@INTERPLAZA.NO
SITE: WWW.INTERPLAZA.NO

DENMARK

VIRTU CYCLING GEAR
TEL: +45 2979 5155
E-MAIL: GEAR@VIRTUCYCLING.COM
SITE: VIRTUCYCLINGGEAR.COM

MALTA

EXPRESS TRADING
TEL: +356 2167 7389 / FAX: +356 2166 7017
E-MAIL: MARK9H1BN@EUROWEB.NET.MT
SITE: WWW.EXPRESS-BIKES.COM

SWITZERLAND

CUAG SPORTS AG
TEL: +41 41 259 51 00 / FAX: +41 41 259 51 09
E-MAIL: INFO@CUAGSPORTS.COM
SITE: WWW.CUAGSPORTS.COM

ECUADOR

DIRCYCLES CIA. LTDA.
TEL: +593 993684958
E-MAIL: JFSALGADO@DIRCYCLES.COM

MALAYSIA

TAIWAN

ESTONIA

HAWAII EXPRESS
TEL: +372 639 8508 / FAX: +372 639 8566
E-MAIL: INFO@HAWAII.EE
SITE: WWW.HAWAII.EE

CYCLE LIFE TRADING
TEL: +6012 471 0005 / FAX: +603 4292 1000
E-MAIL: INFO@CYCLELIFE.COM.MY
SITE: WWW.CYCLELIFE.COM.MY

SPEEDHIGH CO. LTD.
TEL: +886 2 2728 1026 / FAX: +886 2 2728 1193
E-MAIL: SPEEDACE@MS11.HINET.NET
SITE: WWW.BIKER.COM.TW

THE NETHERLANDS

WOLVENBERG N.V.
TEL: +32 (0)3 458 71 71 / FAX: +32 (0)3 458 71 72
E-MAIL: INFO@WOLVENBERG.COM
SITE: WWW.WOLVENBERG.COM

THAILAND

TAB GROUP
TEL: 02-5312345 / FAX: 089-0080035
E-MAIL: INFO@THAIACCESSBIKE.COM
SITE: WWW.THAIACCESSBIKE.COM

NEW ZEALAND

PERFORMANCE RECREATION VELO
TEL: +64 9820 3512 / FAX: +64 9820 3513
E-MAIL: INFO@PRV.CO.NZ
SITE: WWW.PRV.CO.NZ

TURKEY

PERFORMANS BISIKLET
TEL: +90 850 200 80 70
E-MAIL: INFO@PERFORMANSBISIKLET.COM.TR

NORWAY

INTERPLAZA
TEL: +47 2150 5155/50 / FAX: +47 2150 5151
E-MAIL: POST@INTERPLAZA.NO
SITE: WWW.INTERPLAZA.NO

UNITED KINGDOM /
IRELAND

SADDLEBACK LTD
TEL: +44 (0) 1454 285285 / FAX: +44 (0) 1454 285286
E-MAIL: CASTELLI@SADDLEBACK.CO.UK
SITE: WWW.SADDLEBACK.CO.UK

VIETNAM

DONG TAM BICYCLE COMPANY
TEL: +84 932 759 354
E-MAIL: THANHPHAM.DONGTAMBICYCLE@GMAIL.COM
SITE: WWW.XEDAPDONGTAM.COM

FRANCE

GCC COUNTRIES

3. ANATOMICAL SHAPE
Comfort is further enhanced by creating a perfect interface to your body during every pedal
stroke.
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DAGG DISTRIBUTION
TEL: +33 (1)346 66946 / FAX: +33 (1)346 66945
E-MAIL: CASTELLI@DAGG.FR
SITE: WWW.DAGG.FR
WOLFI'S BIKE SHOP
TEL: +971-4-3394453
E-MAIL: WOLFI@WBS.AE
SITE: WWW.WBS.AE

GREECE

KASSIMATIS CYCLING
TEL: +30 21 0411 3654 / FAX: +30 21 0411 9317
E-MAIL: INFO@KASSIMATISCYCLING.GR
SITE: WWW.KASSIMATISCYCLING.GR

PAKISTAN

LORDS INTERNATIONAL SPORTS
KARACHI, PAKISTAN
TEL: +92 300 8221888
E-MAIL: INFO@LORDSSPORTS.COM

GUATEMALA

EUROBIKES.COM.GT
TEL. +502 55801209 +502 22106464
EMAIL: ANDREA@EUROBIKES.COM.GT
SITE: WWW.EUROBIKES.COM.GT

PERU

SPORTS LAB PERU SAC
TEL. +51 987961264
E-MAIL: CHARLIE@SPORTSLABPERU.COM
SITE: WWW. SPORTSLABPERU.COM
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PERFETTO LONG SLEEVE 4518572

PERFETTO W LONG SLEEVE 4518574

SIZES: S-3XL

WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 322g (Small)

WATERPROOFNESS

INSULATION

6°-15°C / 43°-59°F

INSULATION

WEIGHT: 386g (Large)
6°-15°C / 43°-59°F

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

Fully aero, fully breathable and fully protected

Fully aero, fully breathable and fully protected

Gore® Windstopper® X-Lite Plus fabric for lightweight total
wind protection with water-repellent finish

Gore® Windstopper® X-Lite Plus fabric for lightweight total
wind protection with water-repellent finish

Nano Flex fabric insert under arms

Nano Flex fabric insert under arms

Storm-flap construction with reflective logo at back protects
from wheel spray

Storm-flap construction with reflective logo at back protects
from wheel spray

Silicone gripper at waist prevents ride-up

Silicone gripper at waist prevents ride-up

Full-length YKK® Vislon® zipper with wind flap

Full-length YKK® Vislon® zipper with wind flap

3 rear pockets with laser-cut drain holes

3 rear pockets with laser-cut drain holes

110
BLACK

030
DARK GRAY

GABBA 3 4518571
SIZES: S-3XL
WEIGHT: 291g (Large)
10°-18°C / 50°-64°F

077
MIRAGE

GABBA 2 W 4518573
WINDPROOFNESS

SIZES: XS-XL

WINDPROOFNESS

WATERPROOFNESS

WEIGHT: 250g (Small)

WATERPROOFNESS

INSULATION

10°-18°C / 50-64°F

INSULATION

BREATHABILITY

BREATHABILITY

LIGHTWEIGHT

LIGHTWEIGHT

WEATHER CONDITIONS

WEATHER CONDITIONS

Fully aero, fully breathable and fully protected

Fully aero, fully breathable and fully protected

Gore® Windstopper® X-Lite Plus fabric for lightweight total
wind protection with water-repellent finish

Gore® Windstopper® X-Lite Plus fabric for lightweight total
wind protection with water-repellent finish

Nano Flex fabric insert under arms

Nano Flex fabric insert under arms

Storm-flap construction with reflective logo at back protects
from wheel spray

Storm-flap construction with reflective logo at back protects
from wheel spray

Silicone gripper at waist prevents ride-up

Silicone gripper at waist prevents ride-up

Full-length YKK® Vislon® zipper with wind flap

Full-length YKK® Vislon® zipper with wind flap

3 rear pockets with laser-cut drain holes

3 rear pockets with laser-cut drain holes

110
BLACK

030
DARK GRAY

077
MIRAGE
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